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Abstract 
In this paper we consider a language which combines embedded hypothetical implications 
and negation as failure (NAF). For this language we develop a top-down query evaluation 
procedure, a Kripke/Kleene fixed point semantics, and a logical interpretation by means of 
a completion construction. As a difference with respect o other proposals, we put no restric- 
tion on the occurrences of negation by failure; in particular, programs are not required to be 
stratified. The operational semantics we propose is an extension to our language of St/irk's 
ESLDNF, and allows negative non-ground literals to be selected in a query. The fixed point 
semantics i a generalization of those developed by Fitting and Kunen for flat logic programs 
and makes use of Kleene strong three-valued logic. The completion of a program is a recursive 
theory interpreted in a three-valued modal ogic. We prove soundness and completeness of the 
operational semantics with respect o both the fixed point semantics and the completion. 
While soundness results require no restriction, completeness results are limited by the possibil- 
ity of floundering. Similarly to St~irk, we prove completeness for the class of so-called e-que- 
ries, which are not subjected to floundering. Since the property of being an e-query is 
undecidable, we give a syntactical decidable condition which ensures this property. Such a 
condition is a non-trivial generalization of the usual allowedness condition for flat pro- 
grams. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
Extensions of  Horn clause logic with hypothetical implications have been exten- 
sively studied in these last years [10,11,25,22,23,3,26,14]. Such extensions are de- 
fined by allowing implications of  the form D ~ G, where D is a set of  clauses 
and G is a goal, both in goals and in clauses. According to the meaning given 
to implication goals, different extended languages are obtained. The operational 
meaning of implicational goals we assume (in agreement with the above men- 
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tioned literature) is hypothetical insertion: intuitively we can say that a goal of the 
form 
D o G  
succeeds from a program P if the goal G succeeds from the program P augmented by 
the data D. The hypothesis D is temporarily added to P as far as the proof of G is 
concerned, and then removed. 
The language obtained by adding implication goals, with the above hypothetical 
reading, to Horn clause logic, has a solid logical basis. As many authors have point- 
ed out [11,22,26], intuitionistic logic provides an interpretation of deductions in this 
extended language. That is why the language with hypothetical goals is often referred 
to as intuitionistic logic programming. It has been shown that intuitionistic logic pro- 
gramming is well suited to perform hypothetical reasoning [22], to express some 
meta-level constructs in the object language [10], and to introduce module constructs 
in logic programming [26]. 
In this paper, we tackle the problem of defining a semantics for a language which 
contains both implication goals and negation as failure (NAF). Although the lan- 
guage has a simple and a well understood operational behaviour, neither a general 
semantics, nor a logical interpretation for it has been defined yet. Indeed, Gabbay 
in [11,2] pointed out a somewhat paradoxical behaviour of negation as failure in 
this setting. Recently, some semantics have been proposed for logic programs with 
hypothetical implications and negation as failure. All of them, however, put some 
restriction on the occurrence of negation by failure. In particular, Harland [15] has 
defined a Kripke/Kleene semantics for such programs and a completion-interpr- 
etation [16], which works only when a distinction is made between completely 
and incompletely defined predicates: negation can be applied only to completely de- 
fined predicates, while only incompletely defined predicates can be extended by 
means of embedded implications. Bonnet and McCarty in [2] have developed a gen- 
eralized perfect model semantics only for the class of stratified programs with hy- 
pothetical implications. In [24] a notion of partial circumscription (in 
intuitionistic logic) has been defined for a class of non-stratified programs, which, 
however, do not contain embedded implications with atomic consequents which are 
defined by other clauses. 
From an operational, top-down, point of view, such as the one we adopt, the 
mentioned restrictions do not seem necessary. To .this regard, let us consider the fol- 
lowing example from [6]. 
Example 1.1. Let P be the following program: 1
even 0- -~odd. 
odd +-- select(X) A (mark(X) ~ even). 
select(X) +-- r(X) A -~mark(X). 
r(O), . . .  ,r(n). 
J A longer stratified version of this program iscontained in [2]. 
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This program is non-stratified and its meaning is the following: the goal even suc- 
ceeds from the program P if P contains an even number of entries; otherwise it fails 
(and the goal odd succeeds). A top-down derivation will alternate calls of even and 
(negative) calls of odd, repeatedly selecting and marking entries of R, until no un- 
marked entries are left. At this point the top level goal (either even or odd) will suc- 
ceed and the other one will fail. 
The main problems with any top , town procedure, already in the case of flat 2 log- 
ic programs, are the possibility of looping computations and, once we have incorpo- 
rated NAF, of floundering computations. In view of these limitations, the restriction 
to stratified atabases (as well as Harland's restriction to completely defined predi- 
cates) does not help, for it is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition to prevent 
such phenomena. 
In this paper, we aim at defining both an operational and a declarative semantics 
for this language. Moreover, we put no restriction on mutual dependency of predi- 
cates (such as stratification), nor on the interplay between embedded implications 
and negation (such as Harland's restrictions). For arbitrary programs of this kind, 
a modal completion has been defined in [28], where, however, the analysis mainly fo- 
cused on the propositional case. Here, we define a top-down operational semantics 
for the language with embedded implications by extending SLDNF-resolution. 
Then, we introduce a Kripke/Kleene semantics. Finally we give a logical interpretat- 
ion of deductions by means of a completion construction for the general first order 
case. 
Regarding the operational semantics, in Section 2 we propose an extension of 
Stfirk's ESLDNF-resolution [32], Contrary to SLDNF procedure, ESLDNF allows 
one to select nonground negative literals in a query. The meaning of negation as fail- 
ure within ESLDNF is that a negative literal ~A(x) succeeds ifA(x) finitely fails, and 
fails ifA (x) succeeds with answer ~ (the empty substitution). Let us remember that the 
goal -,A(x) is to be understood as ~A(x) .  Thus, ~A(x) succeeds if one can prove 
Vx~A(x) (since Vx-,A(x) -~ 3x~A(x), if the domain is non-empty), and fails if one 
can prove VxA(x), which corresponds to answer ~. 
Forgetting about loops, there is a third case: A(x) succeeds with an answer differ- 
ent from ~. In this case, nothing can be said about the outcome of the computation. 
This is called a floundering situation, and it is a basic limitation of every deduction 
procedure which cannot compute negative answers in the form of inequalities. In this 
work, w.e accept his limitation, since we regard ESLDNF as good trade-off between 
simplicity and power. 
Moreover, there is a subtler eason which forces us to adopt this rule for negation 
as failure. Our programs may contain free variables (i.e. logically unquantified vari- 
ables) as an effect of evaluating an implicational goal. A proper handling of implica- 
tion goals requires, even in the simplest cases, that we must be enabled to select non- 
ground negative literals. Take for instance any program P and consider the goal 
G = p(x) ~ ~p(x); the variable x is understood as existentially quantified, so that 
2 To avoid confusion, we callflat logic programs, programs which may contain negation by failure, but 
not embedded implication. In the literature flat programs are usually called general programs, but this 
terminology might be misleading in this context, since general programs would be then a restricted 
subclass of the logic programs we consider in this work. 
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the goal means "find an x such that, if you add p(x) to the program then p(x) fails". 
But whatever is x, if p(x) is added to the program, then p(x) succeeds and, hence, 
-~p(x) fails. Thus, intuitively, G would be expected to fail, regardless of P. If we could 
not select non-ground negative literals, G would not fail, but flounder. 
In Section 3 we define a Kripke/Kleene semantics which is a generalization of 
those developed by Fitting [7] and Kunen [18,19] for flat logic programs and makes 
use of Kleene strong three-valued logic. The three values true, false and unknown are 
intended to model the fact that, operationally, a query may either succeed, finitely 
fail, or loop. 
We introduce an immediate consequence operator T, which maps interpretations 
to interpretations. In order to deal with embedded implications, we follow the ap- 
proach by Miller [25] and we regard an interpretation as a mapping from programs 
to valuations. Different from [25], however, in our case valuations are three-valued as 
we want to model the difference between loop and finite failure. But the main differ- 
ence with respect to an intuitionistic semantics i that we must drop the monotonieity 
condition of intuitionistic Kripke models. This condition says that, stepping from a 
world to upper worlds in a model, more atoms become true. Thinking of programs 
as worlds, the monotonicity condition would correspond to monotonicity of deduc- 
tion, which clearly does not hold given the non-monotonic behaviour of negation by 
failure. 
The non-monotonicity of negation by failure is also the source of its logically bi- 
zarre behaviour, when it is combined with hypothetical implication. As it is shown in 
[11] and [2], once NAF is added to the language, goal implication does no longer sat- 
isfy many expected properties of implication, such as modus ponens, or transitivity. 
Thus, one can reasonably wonder what sort of meaning has implication in goals. We 
hope that the completion construction presented in Section 4 will contribute to clar- 
ify this point. Intuitively, we want to find a logic L such that, given a program P and 
a goal G, there is a theory Comp(P) and a formula G* such that: 
G succeeds from P iff Comp(P) entails G* in L; 
(there is also a corresponding relation for the case of failure). This is the role of com- 
pletion semantics. Given the operational meaning of implication we expect hat: 
A => B succeeds from P iff Comp(PUA) entails B*. 
Let us remember that the completion provides a monotonic interpretation of a non- 
monotonic deduction procedure. The non-monotonicity comes out with the comple- 
tion in the fact that Comp(P) non-monotonically depends on P: so that we can say 
very little about the relation between Comp(P) and Cornp(Q) in the case P c Q. Pre- 
cisely for this reason we cannot replace Comp(P U A) in the above relation by any- 
thing which depends uniformly on P and A, such as 
Comp(P) U A or Comp(P) U Comp(A). 
One has to take Comp(P UA). From a logical point of view, the evaluation of an 
implicational goal A ~ B corresponds to moving from the current heory Comp(P) 
to a virtually unrelated theory Comp(P O A) in which B is to be checked. In this per- 
spective, the behaviour of negation as failure does not seem paradoxical anymore. 
As explained in Section 4, the completion of a program is a recursive (infinite) the- 
ory in a particular three-valued modal logic. The fact that the completion may be 
infinite depends on the presence of free variables in the antecedent of implication 
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goals. If there are no free variables, the program (which is a finite object) cannot 
grow arbitrarily during any computation. If we have a goal G = A ~ B, with A 
closed, once we have added A to the program, because of the evaluation of G, we 
do not need to add it anymore, even if G is called again. In this case a finite comple- 
tion can be given, as shown in [28]. But if A contains a free variable, each time G is 
called, it may happen that a different instance of A is added to the program. This is a 
case of loops in which the program infinitely expands during the computation. 
Our way of dealing with the general situation is to define, for each natural n, a 
formula Comp,(P) which takes into account what succeeds and what fails from P, 
by making no more than n extensions of P (that is to say, no more than n nested calls 
of any implicational goal). The underlying logic is a three-valued counterpart of 
modal logic K4. It is noteworthy that our Kripke-Kleene interpretations provide 
a sort of concrete possible-world structures for this logic, once that we consider pro- 
grams as worlds, and strict inclusion between programs as the accessibility relation. 
Because of this relation, we will be able to prove that fixed point interpretations are 
actually models of the completion. 
Section 5 contains the main technical results of the paper. First, we investigate the 
relationship of the fixed point semantics with the completion semantics: we show 
that the fixed points of the T operator are models of the three-valued completion 
of every program. 
Then, we prove the soundness of the operational semantics with respect o the 
completion construction, and hence with respect o fixed points. 
Coming to completeness, we cannot expect a general result for arbitrary queries, 
because of floundering. In [32] Stark has proved that ESLDNF-resolution is com- 
plete with respect to the three-valued completion of (flat) logic programs for a 
new class of programs, called e-programs. Programs of this class are not subjected 
to the floundering limitation. Although the e-property is not decidable, this class in- 
cludes both the class of allowed programs and the class of definite programs. He has 
also shown that this class contains many common Prolog programs, which are ex- 
cluded by the more stringent allowedness condition. 
We extend the notion of e-program to our language, and we prove the complete- 
ness of the operational semantics with respect o the fixed point semantics. This is 
done in two steps. First we restrict our consideration to the Herbrand interpretations 
obtained by cutting the iteration of the operator T at a finite ordinal n, and we prove 
completeness with respect o such interpretations. This result is the analog, for the 
case with embedded implications, of the completeness result obtained by Kunen 
(see [19], Theorem 4.3, p. 241) for flat logic programs. Then, as in the case of flat 
programs, we obtain a stronger completeness result, by lifting the restriction to 
the Herbrand universe: the operational semantics i complete with respect o every 
fixed point of T on any space of interpretations, whose domain includes the Her- 
brand universe. By the relation between fixed points and the completion, we obtain 
also the completeness of the operational semantics with respect o the latter. 
Since the e-property is not decidable, in Section 6 we introduce a decidable syn- 
tactic condition, called allowedness, for programs with embedded implications and 
we show that every allowed query is an e-query. The allowedness condition is more 
complex than the corresponding one for flat programs, because of possible occur- 
rences of free variables in programs and because of mutual nesting of programs 
and goals. The class of allowed programs is broad enough to contain programs uch 
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as the parity-counting program given above. For this class of programs and queries 
the operational semantics is both sound and complete. 
2. A top-down operational semantics 
In this section we define the syntax of the language with embedded implications 
and negation as failure and we define a top-down operational semantics for it. 
The syntax of the language is the following: 
G := TIA ] -~AIG, A GzID ~ G 
D := G ---+AID1 AD2IVxD. 
In this definition G stands for a goal, D for a clause or a conjunction of clauses, T for 
true and A for an atomic proposition. A program is defined as a set of clauses. 
Notice that in a clause G -+ A the left part G can contain embedded implications 
of the form D ~ G. In the following we will indifferently regard D both as a conjunc- 
tion, and a set of clauses without making any distinction. We have used two different 
type of arrows ~ and ~ to denote implication in clause definitions and in embedded 
implications (we will often call them implication goals), for their interpretation will 
turn out to be different. Moreover, the symbol -, that may occur in front of atoms 
stands for NAF. 
Notice that a program can contain free variables. Indeed, in the implication goal 
D ~ G, the clause D can share some free variables with G. We will call closed pro- 
gram a set of universally closed clauses. 
We now define a top-down operational semantics for this language in the style of 
ESLDNF-resolution proposed in [32]. ESLDNF-resolution is an extension of 
SLDNF-resolution. Contrary to SLDNF-resolution, in ESLDNF-resolution a 
non-ground negative literal ~A may be selected, and it succeeds when the goal A fi- 
nitely fails, while it fails when A succeeds with answer e. 
We generalize Stfirk ESLDNF-resolution to deal with programs with embedded 
implication. As for SLDNF procedure, our top , town semantics takes into account 
only searching for answer substitutions which make a goal succeed. This implies that 
the evaluation of a negative goal cannot create bindings. 
As mentioned above, a program is a set of clauses, which may contain free vari- 
ables (to be thought of as parameters) and computed substitutions have to take into 
account hese variables as well. Since different parts of a goal may happen to be eval- 
uated from different programs, our operational semantics will take care of pairs (pro- 
gram, goal). For positive programs, a similar approach was followed in [10]. A query 
N is a finite sequence of pairs (Pi, Gi), where Pi is a program and Gi is a goal. 
A selection rule R is a function that, from each query N, selects a pair 
R(N) = (~, G~). Similarly to [21], given a selection rule R, and a query N, we simul- 
taneously define a computation tree of rank k for N via R, a refutation of N of rank k 
via R with answer 0, and a finitely failed tree for N of rank k via R. 
Definition 2.1. A computation tree T for a query N, via R, of rank k is a tree, whose 
nodes are labelled by queries, and whose links are labelled by substitutions. The root 
of T is the query N. I f  not stated otherwise, the substitution associated to a link is the 
empty substitution e. 
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• Suppose that N '= ((PI, GI), .. ., (P,, G,)), is a non-leaf node of T and 
R(N') = (P,., Gi). Then the immediate successors of N' are determined according 
to the following cases: 
(RA) If Gi is an atom A, then for each clause Cj = V~(G~ -+ A j) in P/, such that A 
and Aj are unifiable, N' has a successor Nj 
where aj = mgu(A, A j); the substitution aj labels the link from N' to Nj. 
In applying the rule (RA), we assume that quantified variables ~ of a clause 
Cj = V~(G~ ---+ A j) are replaced, each time, by fresh variables. Free variables 
of Cj remain unaltered. 
(RT) If G/-- T, then N' has a unique successor N" 
N"= ((P,,GI),...,(P,._I,Oi l),(Pi+,,Oi+l),...,(P,,O,)). 
(RA) If Gi = Gil A Gi2, then N' has a unique successor N" 
N" = ((Pl, G I ) , . . . ,  (P/, Gil), (Pi, Gi2),... , (P,, G,)). 
(R ~)  If Gi = D ~ G', then N' has a unique successor N" 
N"= ((P, ,G1), . . . , (PiUD, G') , . . . , (P, ,G,)) .  
(R~) If Gi = ~A and there exists a finitely failed tree for ((Pi, A)), via R, of rank 
smaller than k, then N' has a unique successor N" 
U" = ((P,, G , ) , . . . ,  (P~_,, Gi-,), (P,+l, Gi+l),. . . ,  (P,, G,)). 
* If T has some leaf, the leaves of T may be of the following kind: 
(S) the empty query N' = 0 is a leaf; N' is called a success node; 
(F) let N' = ((P,, G1),. • •, (P,, G,)), and let R(N') = (P~, Gi); then N' is a leaf, if one of 
the following holds: either Gi -- A, and A does not unify with any clause of Pi, or 
Gi = ~A, and there is a refutation of ((P~,A)) with rank smaller than k, via R and 
with answer e; N' is called a failure node. 
A refutation B of N, of rank k, via R, is a path in T, ending with a node labelled by 
the empty query. We say that B computes the answer 0, if 0 is obtained by restricting 
the composition of substitutions along B to the free variables of N. 
We say that T is a finitely failed tree of rank k for N, via R, if T is a finite com- 
putation tree of rank k for N, and every leaf of T is of type (F). 
It is clear from Definition 2.1 above, that in a computation tree of rank 0, the rule 
(R=) is never applied, and ifN' is a failure node, the selected pair must be of the form 
(Pi, A~), where Ai is a positive atom. 
We say that a query N succeeds with answer 0 via R if for some k there is a refu- 
tation of rank k of N, via R, computing the answer 0; we say that N fails via R, if for 
some k, there is a finitely failed tree of rank k, for N, via R. 
Regarding the computation rule R, it may be proved, as in the case of standard 
SLDNF (see [30,31]), that I f  N succeeds with answer 0, via R, then N does not fail 
under any other selection rule R'. Thus we may define 
• N succeeds (with answer 0) if there exists a selection rule R, such that N succeeds 
via R (with answer 0); 
• N fails if there exists a selection rule R, such that N fails via R. 
We then say that a goal G succeeds from a program P, with answer 0 if the query 
((P, G)) succeeds with answer 0; a similar definition may be given for failure. 
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Example 2.1. Let P be the following program: 
w(X) ~- -~s(X). 
~(X) +-- (q(X) ~ p(X) ). 
p(f(X)) +- ~q(/'(X)). 
The query ((P, w(Z))) succeeds with answer e. The success derivation is the follow- 
ing: 
<(P, w(Z))> r Z = X, 
<(P, ~s(X,)>, 
which succeeds, since the query ((P, s(Xr))) finitely fails: 
<(P, 
((P, q(X2) ~ p(X2))) IXI = X2 
((P tO {q(X2) },p(X2))) ] 
((P u {q(f(X3))}, ~q(J'(X3)))). [X2 = f(X3) 
The last query fails, since the query ((P tO {q(f(X3))}, q(f(X3)))) succeeds with an- 
swer e. 
Note that the above top-down operational semantics differs from the one present- 
ed in [13], which was more similar to the usual SLDNF procedure, since it did not 
allow one to select non-ground negative literals (this is called safeness restriction). 
We will come back to this point in Section 6. 
The above definitions leave out the case of floundering. Since in ESLDNF reso- 
lution the safeness restriction is not assumed, the notion of floundering we have here 
is different with respect to the usual one. In particular, with ESLDNF it cannot occur 
in the case when no literal can be selected in a query, all of them being negative and 
non-ground. Here, we have a different form of floundering. Let us call a computation 
any path (finite or infinite) in a computation tree. We say that a computation.floun- 
ders if it is finite and its last node N satisfies the following condition: every pair has 
the form (P,.,-~Ai) (with ~Ai negative literal), and (1) either A,. is non-ground, or g is 
open, and (2) the query (P,.,Ai) succeeds but only with answer different from e. In this 
case, the node N may be called a floundering leaf. 
We say that a query N flounders via R if for some k there is a finite computation 
tree T of rank k for N, via R, T has a floundering leaf, and every other leaf of T is 
either of type (F) or a floundering leaf. Moreover, we say that N flounders if there 
exists a selection rule R, such that N flounders via R. 
The presence of this form of floundering will require us to put some condition on 
the queries to obtain the completeness result. In Section 5 we will prove a complete- 
ness result for the class of e-queries. Since the e-property is not decidable, in Sec- 
tion 6 we will provide a decidable syntactical condition which ensures e-property. 
We want to stress the fact that the floundering condition for the computation of a 
query is a global condition. In particular, given a query N if the computation of some 
subgoal flounders, it does not mean that the overall query does. 
Consider, for instance, the query 
N = (({b(1)}, ~b(y)), ({a(y)}, a(y))). 
N has a computation tree in which the second pair is selected and, since a(y) succeeds 
from a(y) without instantiating y, N has successor 
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X '= (({b(1)},-~b(y))), 
which is a floundering leaf. Indeed, b(y) succeeds with an answer different from e. 
Therefore, N flounders. On the other hand, the query 
N, = (({b(1)}, ~b(y)), (c(y),a(y))). 
fails, since the second pair in the query fails. Let us now consider the following pro- 
gram P and query N2: 
P = {Vx[a(x) ~ a(f(x))], b(a)}, 
N2 = (({b(1)}, ~b(y)), (P, a(y))). 
Since a0') loops from the program P, the overall query loops (it does not flounder). 
Notice that the stratification restriction on programs does not guarantee that 
computations are well behaved, and, in particular, that they do not flounder or they 
do not loop. On the other hand, there are examples of programs which are not strat- 
ified, but on which our proof procedure is well behaved. One of them is the parity- 
counting program in Section 1. Another one is the following variant of the winning 
example given by Gelfond and Lifschitz [12]. 
Example 2.2. The program P1 contains the following clauses: 
admissible_move(X, Y) ~ move(X, Y) A -~marked(Y). 
winning(X) ~- (marked(X) =~ (admissible_move(X, Y)A-~winning(Y))). 
and a set of atomic formulas describing the possible moves: 
move(a,b), move(b,c), move(a,c), move(c,a), move(c,d), move(c,e). 
move(d,e), move(e,c). 
The program can be viewed as describing a game in which one wins if the opponent 
has no moves. In particular, winning (X) means that X is a winning positkm, i.e. a po- 
sition f rom which there is a winning move. move (X,Y) says that it is possible to move 
.from position X to position Y. 
We have assumed that there is the additional requirement that a move is admis- 
sible only if it does not lead to an already visited position. To remember that a po- 
sition has been visited, it is marked. A move is admissible if it has not been marked. 
This program is not stratified, nor locally stratified, since, for X and Y equal to a 
in the second clause, winning(a) depends negatively upon itself 
The query ((Pi, winning(X))) succeeds with answers X = a, X = c and X = d. 
Let us now introduce the class of programs and goals in normal form which will be 
useful in the following. 
Definition 2.2. The class of programs and goals in normal form is defined as follows: 
• A,f iat program is in normal form. 
• A goal G is in normal form if it has the form (Q1 ~ Li) A --. A (Qn ~ L,,), where, 
for i = 1 , . . . ,  n, Qi is a program in normal form and Li is a literal (programs Qi 
may be empty, and hence omitted). 
• A program P is in normal form if every clause C of P has the form V~(G ~ A), 
where G is a goal in normal form. 
• A query N = ( (QI ,L I ) , . . . , (Q, ,L , , ) ) ,  is in normal form if, for i=  1, . . . ,n ,  Qi is a 
program in normal form and Li is a literal. 
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It can be easily proved that every program, goal or query may be effectively trans- 
formed into an equivalent one in normal form. To get the normal form, one just ap- 
plies the following transformations: 
• replace (... C ::~ (D ::~ G).. .)  by (... {C,D} ::~ G...);  
• replace ( . . .P  =~ (Gi A G2)...) by ( . . . (P  ~ Gl) A (P ~ G2)...). 
These two transformations closely correspond to the rules (R 3 )  and (RA) in the 
query evaluation procedure described above. Moreover, if we do not care about the 
order of (logically conjuncted) subexpressions, the normal form is uniquely deter- 
mined. 
Proposition 2.1. Let N be a query and let N'  be the normal form of  N. Then we have." 
N succeeds with answer 0 i f  and only i f  N' succeeds with answer 0 
N fai ls  i f  and only i f  N'  fails. 
Restricting attention to normal queries - and there is no loss of generality in doing 
so - the top~lown evaluation procedure may be considerably simplified. The rules 
for conjunction (RA) and implication (R 3 )  are no longer necessary. More precisely, 
we can replace the three rules (RA), (R 3 )  and (RA), by a single rule for atoms (R'A): 
(R'A) If N = ((Pj,LI), . . . ,  (Pi,A),..., (Pn,Ln)), then for each clause Cj E 
C~ = v~ [(Ql ::~ M1) A..-  A (Qt ~ Mr) --~ A/] (the M/s  are literals), 
such that A and Aj are unifiable via an mgu aJ, N has a successor Nj: 
( (P, a j ,L ,a j ) , .  . . , ((P~ U Q,)ai ,M, ay), . . . , ( (P~ U Q,)aj,M, aj), . . . , (P, ai, G, aj) ). 
To conclude this section, we state a property of ESLDNF-resolution that will be 
needed in the proof of completeness. 
Proposition 2.2. I f  a query N has a refutation of  rank k with answer O, then NO has a 
refutation of  rank k with answer c. 
The proof of this proposition is similar to the proof of Lemma 6 in [32]. In the 
next section we will define a fixed point semantics for this language. 
3. Fixed point semantics 
The fixed point semantics we are going to define in this section, is a generalization 
of Kunen three-valued semantics [18], rather than Fitting's one [7]. First for our con- 
struction we assume that we have a fixed language with infinitely many constant 
symbols. Furthermore, we will not restrict the construction to the Herbrand Uni- 
verse. Let L be a fixed first order language containing an infinite number of constant 
symbols (i.e. 0-ary function symbols). 
To develop our fixed point semantics, we first introduce a notion of interpretation, 
next we define a partial ordering among them, and then we introduce an immediate 
consequence operator T for the language with negation as failure and embedded im- 
plications, by generalizing the construction by Kunen [18]. We will make use of 
Kleene strong three-valued logic. The three truth-values are t, f and u (true, false 
and undefined), where the value u is intended to model computations which loops. 
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The truth-values are ordered in the following way (Kleene ordering): u <k t u <k f 
and t and f are not related. 
Let D be a non-empty set. We extend the language by introducing, for each ele- 
ment d E D, a constant cd. The set of new constants is denoted by KD. Let "/¢J be 
the set of all closed programs formed out of the symbols in L (including the constants 
in Ko). An interpretation for  L on D is a function I mapping: 
• each function symbol f of the expanded language (including constants) to a func- 
tion fz on D; we assume that for constants Cd E KD, (Cd) l = d. The interpretation 
I(t) of any closed term t is defined as usual. 
• each program Q E ~/U to a three-valued evaluation I(Q) of the predicates of the 
language, that is, for each n-ary predicate r: 
I (Q) ( r )  : D" --~ {t,f,u}. 
We sometime use the notation III for the domain of I, that is Ill = D if I is on D. 
Given an interpretation I, a program P E ~W, and a closed goal G, the truth value 
of G in I at P, written Vt(P, G), is determined as follows: 
1. Vz(P, r )  = t; 
2. vl(P, r(tl . . . .  , t,)) = I (P ) ( r ) ( I ( t l ) , . . .  ,I(t,,)); 
3. V~(P, GI A G~) = t if V/(P, G~) = t and V/(P, G2) = t 
= f if V~(P, G~) = f or V/(P, Gz) = f 
= u otherwise; 
4. V~(P ,D~ G) = Vt(PUD, G); 
5. V~(P,--A) = t if V~(P,A) = f 
= f if Vr(P,A) = t 
= u otherwise; 
From the ordering among truth-values, we can define a partial ordering on inter- 
pretations. Let I1 and I2 be interpretations which have the same domain D and coin- 
cide on the interpretations of function symbols (in this case, we say that they have 
the same functional structure), we define: 
I I  1 -~ ~ iff VQ E ¢¢/, for all n-ary predicates r, V~ E D": 
l~ (Q)(r)(a) <k/2(Q)(r)(~) or Ij (Q)(r)(~) =/2(Q)(r)(a). 
It is easy to see that [- is a partial ordering among interpretations with the same 
functional structure. 
Given two interpretations I 1 and 12, with the same functional structure, we also 
define a join and meet operator as follows. Let Q be a program in "/t', r an n-ary pred- 
icate symbol and ~ E D": 
I1 U h(Q) ( r ) (6 ) := max{I1 (Q)(r)(~), 12(Q)(r)(~)} 
if the maximum exists, 
I~ n/2(Q)(r)(~) := min{I~ (Q)(r)(8),/2(Q)(r)(~)}. 
The join of Il and h is defined only if, for all Q E ~ ' ,  there are no r and ~ such that 
Ii (Q)(r)(~i) = t and 12(Q)(r)(~) = f or vice versa. The set of all interpretations for L 
with the same functional structure, is a complete semilattice under V-, taking u and n 
respectively as the join and meet operators and the interpretation I± as the bottom 
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element. The interpretation/1 associates with each program the undefined valuation, 
i.e. I±(Q)(r) (a)  := u, for all programs Q in #~, all n-ary predicate symbols r, and all 
a6D ~. 
In order to define the immediate consequence operator T, we need the notion of 
assignment. An assignment ~ maps variables of L to KD. In the following, given an 
interpretation I, a term t and an assignment a, we will denote by I(t~) the interpretat- 
ion of term t in I, once the variables of t are replaced according to the assignment ~. 
Now we can define the immediate consequence operator T. Let I be an interpretat- 
ion. The interpretation T(I)  is defined as follows, let a l , . . . ,  a, C ]I]: 
T( I ) (P) ( r ) (a l  , . . . , a,) := t, if there is a clause Vx( G ~ r( tl . . . .  , tn) ) C P 
and an assignment ~such that for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n I(ti~) = ai and 
v~(p, G~) = t 
T( I ) (P ) ( r ) (a l , . . . ,  an) := f, if for all clauses V~(G ~ r ( t l , . . . ,  t,)) C P 
and all assignments ~such that for all i = 1, . . . ,  n I ( t~)  = a~, 
VI(P, G~) = f 
T(1) (P ) ( r ) (a j , . . . ,  an) := u, otherwise. 
It is easy to prove that T is monotone. 
Proposition 3.1. Given two interpretations I and J ,  I [- J implies T(I)  F- T( J ) .  
By monotonicity, for each fixed domain, T has a least fixed point, 19, which can 
be constructed by transfinite recursion, by letting Io = I±, I~,+1 = T(I~,) and taking 
limits at limit ordinals. In general, since the operator T is not continuous, the least 
fixed point I~ is found at a larger ordinal than ~o. 
Let us now cohsider the case in which the domain is taken to be the Herbrand 
Universe of a given program, that is the set of all ground terms that can be formed 
out of constants and functional symbols occurring in the program. I f  the Herbrand 
Universe is finite, that is to say every program is equivalent to a finite set of ground 
clauses, T is easily seen to be continuous. In this case, the fixed point 19 is equal to ln, 
for some n < ~o. 
In the rest of this paper, we will consider a language L with infinitely many con- 
stants and hence we will deal with the case when the Herbrand universe will not be 
finite (and the T operator is not continuous). 
To make some connections with the literature, we notice that, similarly to [25], we 
regard an interpretation as a mapping from programs to valuations and we define an 
immediate consequence operator T as a function from interpretations to interpretat- 
ions. Instead of providing a model for a single program P (as the usual Tp operator 
for flat programs), the operator T provides imultaneously a model for all programs 
over a given language. Indeed, an interpretation I can be regarded as a Kripke inter- 
pretation with W as the set of worlds. There are two main differences with respect o 
Miller's proposal. First, we are concerned with three-valued evaluations, since we 
want to model the difference between loop and f inite failure. Then, we have no mono- 
tonicity condition on interpretations. In intuitionistic models, worlds are assumed to 
be increasing with respect o atoms they force. In this context, such a condition 
might be stated as follows: 
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I f  P q Q and l(P)(r)(~) = t then I(Q)(r)(~) = t. 
Given the non-monotonic  behaviour of  any operational semantics which involves 
negation by failure, this condit ion cannot be assumed. That  is why we must depart 
from an intuitionistic semantics, such as Miller's one. The three-valued fixed point 
semantics we have introduced is essentially the same as that one presented in [13]. 
Before going on let us show, for the program of Example 2.1, some steps in the 
fixed point construction. 
Example 3.1. Let us consider the case when the domain is the Herbrand universe of 
the program P, Up, containing a constant symbol c and all the ground terms formed 
out of the constant symbol c and the function symbol f .  We have that: 
Ii(Q)(r(8)) = u, for all Q c ~/U, all n-ary predicate symbols r and all 
After the first step: 
I, (P)(m)(c) = t 
In(P)(m)(t) = f, for all t C Up with t ¢ c, 
Ii(P)(q)(t) = f, for all t c Up, 
I, (P)(p)(c) = f 
11 (P U {q(t)})(m)(c) = t, for all t c Up, 
I ,(PU {q(t)})(m)(t) = f, for all t E Up with t ¢ c, 
I I(PU {q(t)})(q)(t) = t, for all t C Up, 
I ,(PU {q(t)})(p)(c) = f, for all t ~ Lie, 
After the second step: 
I2(P)(p)(f(t)) = t, for all t c Up, since VI, (P, ~q(t)) = t, for all 
t E Up, 
I2(P U {q(t)})(p)(t) = f, for all t ~ Up, since p(f(x)) ~- ~q(f(X)) 
is the only clause for p in P U {q(t)} and V~, (P U {q(t)}, ~q(t)) = f, 
for all t E Up. 
Hence, we have that: 
I3(P)(s)(t) = f, for all t E Up, since I2(P U {q(t)})(p)(t) = f, for all 
t ff Up, and, hence, Vt2(P, (q(t) ~p(t ) )  = f, for all t E Up, 
and, therefore, 
I4(P)(w)(t) = t, for all t c Up. 
The fixed point semantics requires we put some restrictions on the domain of in- 
terpretations we consider. Namely,  we require that the domain of  an interpretation 
contains an isomorphic copy of  the Herbrand universe. We call super-Herbrand an 
interpretation I (for a first-order language L) if I satisfies the following conditions: 
• i f  f is a n-ary function symbol, then f~ is a n-ary injective function; 
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• i f f  and g are two distinct function symbols, then f~ and gl have non-overlapping 
ranges (where constants are viewed as 0-ary functions); 3
• if t[x] is a term containing variable x, but which is distinct from x, then for every 
assignment ~, I(t[x]~) ¢ I(xc@ 
This super-Herbrand requirement has the same effect as restricting the interpretat- 
ions to those satisfying Clark Equality Theory, when equality is introduced in the 
language (see Section 4.3), 
Now we are able to define the fixed point semantics. Given a query N: 
X = ((El, G~),...,  (P,, G,)) 
and a substitution 0, we define the notion of being supported by the fixed point se- 
mantics ~l~x: 
• ~s~x NO iff for every super-Herbrand interpretation I such that T(I) = I, it holds 
that for every assignment c~, for every i = 1, . . . ,  n, 
U/(PiO~, GiOc~) = t. 
• ~t~x -~N iff for every super-Herbrand interpretation I such that T(I) = I, it holds 
that for every assignment ~, there is an i = 1, . . . ,  n, 
V/(P,.~, Gi~) = f. 
To conclude this section, notice that a statement similar to Proposition 2.1, re- 
garding programs and goals in normal form, also holds with respect o the fixed 
point semantics. 
Proposition 3.2. Let P be a closed program and G be a closed goak suppose that P' and 
G' are the normal forms of P and G, respectively; then for every ordinal c~ we have: 
v,~(p, G) = V,~(P', G'). 
In the following section we will introduce a notion of completion for logic pro- 
grams with embedded implications, and we will investigate the relationship between 
the fixed point semantics and the completion. Then, we will prove that the top-down 
operational semantics introduced in Section 2 is sound and complete with respect o 
both the fixed point semantics here introduced and the completion. While soundness 
does not require any restriction, completeness is subjected to the floundering limita- 
tion. Thus, completeness will be actually proved for a class of queries, called e-que- 
ries which can be shown to be floundering-free. 
4. A completion construction 
In this section we propose a completion construction to provide a logical inter- 
pretation of the operational semantics. We start from an intuitive explanation of 
our construction. 
3 This is a condit ion on the initial language L, and it does not involve the constants in Kt~. 
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4.1. An intuitive description 
Let us forget for the moment he problem of choosing a suitable underlying logic, 
and let us concentrate on the structure that the completion is supposed to have. In 
general, there is a basic difficulty in defining such a completion Comp(P) for a pro- 
gram P. Suppose that P just contains a clause C for a predicate A: 
C: V((D =¢- B) --~ A). 
The completed efinition of A must express both the success and failure conditions 
for A, and the completion of P will be the conjunction of the completed efinition of 
each predicate occurring in P (in this example all predicates, but A will be identically 
false). The success and failure conditions may be stated informally as follows: 
• A succeeds from P if B succeeds from P U D; 
• A fails from P if B fails from P U D. 
Given the non-monotonic behaviour of operational derivability, there is usually no 
connection between the success or the failure of B from P U D and the success or the 
failure of B from P. Thus, the only way to express the success and the failure condi- 
tions for A is something of the form: 
• A is true if Comp(P U D) --* B; 
• A is false if Comp(P U D) --* -lB. 
This amounts to say that the completed efinition for A must be something like: 
V[(Comp(P U D) ~ B) -- A] 
V[( Comp(P U D) ---+ -~B) -* -~A] 
The problem is that we are trying to define the completed efinition of A, and hence 
Comp(P), in terms of the completion of P u D, i.e. Comp(P U D). Since the P U D is 
larger than P, such a definition is impossible. 
When the antecedent of every implication goal is closed, there is a simple solution. 
Assume D does not contain free variables. Then adding D to P once or many times, 
during a computation does not make any difference. Remember that a program is a 
set of clauses. Furthermore, it can be shown that if D is closed, program P U D is 
equivalent (in a strong operational sense) to the simpler program obtained by remov- 
ing D from the antecedent of any implication goal in any clause of P. In terms of the 
previous example, once we have added D to P we can replace C by 
C' : V(B ---+ A), 
and {C} U D is equivalent to P' = {C'} U D. This observation is at the basis of the 
proposal of a finite inductive completion construction as developed in [28]. 
In the general case, this simple construction does not work since the antecedent of
an implication goal D(z) might be added to a program P during a computation, each 
time (even infinitely many) with a different instance of z. 
Even in the absence of function symbols, a computation from a first order pro- 
gram can loop in such a way that an infinite number of (non-equivalent) extensions 
is built up: let 
Vx( (A(x) =:~ B(x) ) ~ C(x) ) (1) 
P = VyVz(C(y) ~ B(z)) (2) 
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To prove C(xl) from P, we have to add A(xj) and to prove B(xj); that is we have to 
prove C(x2) from P u {A(xl)}; after two steps we get the goal C(x3) to be computed 
from PU {A(xl),A(x2)} and so on. 
If P contains the clause (1) above, then Comp(P) should contain the conjunct 
Vx( ( Comp(P U {A(x)}) ---+ B(x) ) --~ C(x) ) 
but we do not know what Comp(P U {A(x)}) actually is. Since P U {A(x)} contains the 
clause (1), Comp(P U {A(x)}) should contain the conjunct 
Vy( ( Comp( P U {A(x),A(y) }) ~ B(y) ) --~ C(y) ) 
and, by the same argument, Comp(P u {A(x),A(y)}) should contain the conjunct 
Vz( ( Comp(P U {A(x),A(y),A(z) } ) ~ B(z) ) ~ C(z) ) 
and so on. Notice that in general 
P, PU{A(x)}, PU{A(x),A(y)}, PU{A(x),A(y),A(z)), ... 
are not equivalent (whatever reasonable notion of equivalence one adopts: 4 for ex- 
ample, A (a) A A (b) succeeds from P U {A (x), A (y) }, but not from P U {A (x) }). 
However, a basic property of our operational semantics i that the success or the 
failure (but not the loop) of a goal ultimately depends on the success or failure of 
atoms in ordinary Prolog (with NAF) computations. For example suppose that, 
for some atom A, the query ((P?A)} succeeds with answer 0, and suppose that the 
corresponding derivation requires n ~> 1 extensions of the original program. Then 
A unifies with a clause in C in P, of the form: 
C: Vx(6(P~(x,z ) ~ l,(x,z))--~ B(x,z)) 
with mgu or, and each 1,~ succeed from (P U P~-)~ with answer ~ such that 0 = a~. The 
successful derivation for li~ from (P U Pi)a must require at most n - 1 extensions, o 
that we are eventually led to consider success and failure of atoms by derivations 
which do not require any extension of the current program. The above consider- 
ations motivate the infinite construction we present below. Let P be a program. In- 
tuitively, for every natural number n we want to define a formula Compn (P) of a logic 
L such that the following holds: for every atom A which does not flounder from P 
{(P?A)) succeeds with 0 ~ 3n kL V((Comp,,(P) ~ A)O) 
((P?A)} fails ¢~ En F-,_ V(Comp,,(P) ~ -~A) 
where n bounds the number of extensions required to compute the goal A. In partic- 
ular, Compo(P) will take care of literals which succeed or fail by means of computa- 
tions that do not require the evaluation of any implication goals. 
4 We cannot discuss here the notion of equivalence in detail and we refer to [28] for a broader analysis. 
Anyhow, whatever notion of equivalence w  adopt, we expect i satisfies at least a very weak condition: ifP 
and Q are equivalent then for every closed goal G, G succeeds from P iff G succeeds from Q. 
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4.2. The choice of the logic 
Our fixed point semantics has been defined starting from a certain kind of Kripke 
three-valued structures. Correspondingly, the completion construction will be inter- 
preted in a modal three-valued logic. We have already remarked about the natural- 
ness of three-valued logics in semantics of logic programs. However, Kleene three- 
valued logic is not strong enough for our purposes. In particular, Kleene logic has 
no theorems, whereas we need to interpret he outcome of any computation by 
means of theorems of the form 
k Comp,,(P) ~ G, 
instead of weaker assertions of the form 
Comp, (P) k G. 
In fact, we need to represent success/failure conditions of the form: "if G succeeds/ 
fails from P, then A succeeds/fails from Q", and this requires formulas of the form 
Comp,, (P) --~ G to occur within other formulas. 
Furthermore, we must give a meaning to implication in both clauses and goals 
and a suitable implication connective is not definable in Kleene logic. Let us assume 
that the three values correspond to the three possible outcomes of a computation: t 
(success), f (finite failure), u (loop). We try to motivate intuitively the three-valued 
logic we adopt. We begin analysing the behaviour of a clause-implication G ~ q. 
If G succeeds, then q must succeed. On the other hand, if G does not fail, then q can- 
not fail. If we apply this interpretation of the truth values, we can say that: 
if G ~ q holds, (i.e. = t), then it can be neither (G = t A q ¢ t), nor 
(GCfAq: f ) .  
Some manipulation leads to: 
i fG - -+q: t ,  then e i therG=f ,  o rq=t ,  o r (G~: tAq:~f ) .  
We can simplify the third case given the other two and obtain: 
i fG - -~q=t ,  then either G=f ,  o rq=t ,  or G :q=u.  
We can hence define: 
(1)A- - -~B=tc:~A =fVB: tVA=B=u.  
These truth conditions are supported by program semantics, already in the flat 
case: let us consider the program P = q ~ q. The least fixed point evaluation M of 
P assigns the value u to q (the query P?q loops). If we adopt the usual (and only pos- 
sible) definition of implication in Kleene's logic, A ~ B = ~A V B, then M is" not a 
model of P. s On the contrary, M is a model of P, if we assume the truth conditions 
above. However, the truth conditions above do not fully constrain the truth-func- 
tional behaviour of implication. By duality, we easily have that 
5 It is easily seen that a connective satisfying (1) cannot be defined in Kleene's logic, taking as basic the 
connectives 7 A, V, even if we add the constant True. This follows from the general fact [1] that in 
Kleene's logic we can only define connectives which are monotonic with respect o the order <k. 
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A~BCt  ¢~(A=tABCt )  V (A=uAB=f) .  
The simplest option is to make A ~ B = f for all cases of A ~ B ~ t, and hence to 
obtain a two-valued implication. Another option is to make a subtler distinction 
among the cases of A ~ B ¢ t. According to the Boolean case we will set 
A ~ B = f ifA = t A B = f. I f  we choose to assign the value u to the remaining cases, 
what we get is exactly Lukasiewicz implication. 
In the following we adopt the first option, as we do not need the level of distinc- 
tion of Lukasiewicz implication. It may be noted that this option has been implicitly 
chosen also by Kunen [18], when he defines the completion of a program; namely, 
clause implications are turned into equalities. 6 
Now we come to modality. Modality is required to interpret implications which 
are embedded in goals. We give an intuitive explanation of this point. Suppose the 
completion of P (we may ignore the actual definition by stages for the sake of the 
explanation) states uccess and failure conditions for a predicate A whose definition 
contains an embedded implication D ~ B. Assume we are in a model M which sat- 
isfies the completion of P. To establish the truth value of A in M we must move from 
M to each model of the completion of P U D and check B in those models, not in M. 
In general, the completion of P and the completion of P U D will be inconsistent ta- 
ken jointly. This fact is due to the non-monotonic character of derivability, which is 
reflected by the completion construction. Thus, a modality is needed to represent the 
shift of context (world) from the completion of P to the completion of Comp(P U D), 
corresponding to the evaluation of an implication goal. The accessibility relation in 
models will be the abstract counterpart of the relation of strict inclusion among da- 
tabases, so that the underlying modal logic will be a three-valued version of modal 
logic K4. 
The construction we present below is similar to the one presented in [28], but no 
relationship with respect o the operational and the fixed point semantics was inves- 
tigated in [28]. In the following we will prove soundness and completeness (the latter 
only for e-queries) of the operational semantics with respect o the completion in the 
logic TVK4. The latter result will be an easy consequence of the fact that fixed point 
interpretations generate models of the completion. 
4.3. The logic TVK4 
Before presenting our completion construction, we introduce the modal three-val- 
ued logic TVK4 in which we will interpret completion theories. The language of 
TVK4 is a first order language with equality and primitive connectives 4 ,  A, -7, 
Vq, 3. The semantics i  defined by evaluating formulas in three-valued Kripke struc- 
tures defined as follows. 
6 Adopting the first option, we have that the formula (,4 ~ B) A (B ---* A) defines equality of truth 
values, that is 
t if A B, 
(A-~B) A(B~A)= f otherwise, 
as one can easily check. 
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Definition 4.1. A TVK4 structure M for a given language L is a quadruple:  
M = (W,D,R , I ) ,  
where W and D are non-empty sets, called the possible world set and the domain res- 
pectively, R is a transit ive relation on W x W. I maps every n-ary relation symbol, 
different from equality, in a function from W x D" to {t, f, u}, and every n-ary func- 
t ion ( including 0-ary function, i.e. constant) symbol in a function f rom/Y  to D. The 
interpretat ion of  complex terms is exactly the same as in ordinary f irst-order struc- 
tures, and does not depend on worlds; since a term may contain free variables the 
definition actual ly requires an assignment c~ of  elements to the free variables. As in 
Section 3, we extend the language by introducing a constant Cd for each element 
d E D and the set of  the new constants is denoted by KD. An assignment ~maps vari- 
ables to Ko. 
Accord ing to the definition, we have that I (w) ( r ) (a j , . . . ,  a,,) is a truth value, for 
each relation r, world w, tuple a l , . . . ,an  of  elements of  D. Equality is interpreted 
in the usual bi -valued way, as the identity relation. 
The interpretat ion I can be extended to an evaluation Mt(w, A, ~) of  all formulas 
to A E 5 a, with respect o an assignment c~, according to the following rules, for each 
wE W: 
1. M~(w,T,~) = t 
2. Mr(w, r ( t ¿ , . . . ,  tn), 9~) = I (w)( r ) ( I ( t l~) , . . .  ,I(t,,:~)) 
3. Mt(w,A A B,c~) = t if Mz(w,A,a)  = t and Mz(w,B,~) = t 
=f  if M l (w,A,~)  =f  or Mz(w,B,~) = f 
= u otherwise; 
4. Mt (w,~A,~)  = t if Mt(w,A,~)  = f 
= f if Ml(W, A, ~) = t 
= u otherwise; 
5. Mt(w,A ~ B, ~) = t if Mz(w,A, c~) = f, 
or Mt(w,B,~)  = t, or MI(w,A,~) = M1(w,B,~) = u, 
= f otherwise; 
6. Mr(w, []A, c~) = t if for all w' such that wRw' M~(w',A, c~) = t 
= f otherwise; 
7. Ml(w, ~cA[x], ~) = t if for some ca E KD, MI(w,A[x], c~[x/ca]) = t 
= f if for all ca E KD, Mt(w,A[x],~[x/cd]) = f; 
= u otherwise, 
where ~[x/ca](y) = e(y) for y :fi x, and c~[x/cd](x) = ca. 
We also define A ~ B - (A ~ B) A (B ~ A). It is not difficult to see that the prop-  
osit ional non-modal  f ragment of  the logic is equivalent to Lukasiewicz three-valued 
logic. 7 Quantif iers are interpreted as infinite disjunctions and conjunctions. Moda l -  
ity is interpreted as in modal  system K4. We say that A is true in a TVK4 model 
M = (W,D,R , I )  if for all w E W, for all assignments ~, MI(w,A, :~) = t, and A is val- 
7 To see this, it suffices to show that --- and Lukasiewicz implication ~L are mutually definable, given 
conjunction and negation (which have the same truth-tables in the two logics). On the one hand, letting 
AA - ~(A ---*L ~A), we can define A ~ B = A(A ~L B). On the other hand, letting A V B -- ~(~A A ~B), 
we can define A ~L B = (A ~ B) V ~A V B. See [35,33] for a detailed account on Lukasiewicz three-valued 
logic. 
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id, denoted by h-vK4 A, if it is true in every (TVK4) model. These definitions cover 
also the case in which A contains free variables. We denote by VA the universal clo- 
sure of a formula A. It follows that A is true in a model M iff VA is true in M; the 
same holds for validity. Finally, we say that A entails B, denoted by A ~xvr(4 B, if, 
for all M, if A is true in M, then also B is true in M. 
To give a complete axiomatization of logic TVK4 is out of  the scope of  this paper. 
However, in the following proposit ion we list some valid formulas and rules of the 
logic. 
Proposition 4.1. The following are valid. 
1. A ---~ A; 
2. (A --+ -~B) --~ (B---+ ~A); 
3. (A ~ (A --~ B)) ~ (A --~ B); 
4. (A ~ (B--~ C)) ~ ((A ~ B) ~ (A ~ C)); 
5. (A (B C)) (A A C); 
6. A A (A --~ B) ---+ B; 
7. • (A  ~ B) A []A ~ []B; 
8. [](A ---+ B A C) ~ Q(A ~ B) A • (A  ~ C); 
9. N(A ~ B) V • (A  ---+ C) ~ [](A --+ B V C); 
10. i f  ~rvx4 A and ~rvx4 A -+ B then ~rvx4 B: 
11. i f  ~rw4 A then ~rvx4 []A. 
Some of these validities will be (implicitly) used in subsequent proofs. By contrast, 
we can notice that (3), (4), (5), (6) do not hold if we take Lukasiewicz's implication 8 
instead of  ours. Concerning (7), we have that it holds even if we take Lukasiewicz 
implication, but we must take [] two-valued, as we have done. To this regard, we 
notice that our definition of [] as bi-valued is somewhat arbitrary: we certainly want 
that 
M~(w, []A, ~) = t if for all w' such that wRw', MI(w',A, ~) = t, and 
Mt(w, []A, 7) = f if there is a w' such that wRw' and MI(w',A, ~) = f. 
But, as in the case of implication, we are left with a certain degree of freedom. Our 
definition satisfies the two conditions above, and perhaps it helps to simplify proofs 
by collapsing the cases •A  ~ t and []A = f. Notice that, since ---, is bi-valued, for for- 
mulas of  the form [](A ~ B), it does not matter whether [] is two- or three-valued. 
When we reason about  the operational semantics, we consider just super-Her- 
brand interpretations. These interpretations are exactly those which satisfy the axi- 
oms of Clark's Equality Theory, CET. To this purpose, we introduce a more 
restricted notion of validity ~cza-: ~cEv A means that A is true in all models M which 
satisfy CET; in other words ~cEar A stands for CET ~TVK4 A. It is easily seen that the 
inference rules listed above are still valid for ~cEv. 
8 Axiom (3) is called contraction. It is well known that it fails in Lukasiewicz's many valued logics, as 
well as axioms (4, 5 and 6). 
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4.4. The completion construction 
To present he completion construction it is convenient to rewrite ciauses in a suit- 
able form. We write every clause Ci as follows (omitting cumbersome indexing of 
components with i) 
and assume its free variables are ~. We are ready to define the completion of a pro- 
gram P. The completion contains for each s ~> 0 a formula Comp,.(P). Given a pred- 
icate r we let Def(P, r) be the set of clauses of P with. head r and Simp - Def(P, r), be 
the subset of Def(P, r) of clauses which do not contain embedded implications (that 
is, m = 0 in Ci as above). For each predicate r we define the completed efinition of r 
w.r.t. P, denoted by CD,(P, r) and Comps(P) by induction on s as follows. 
(a) (base s = O) If  Def(P, r) is empty, then define 
CD~(P, r) = true, CD o (P,r) = Vx~r(2). 
Otherwise, let Def(P, r) = {CI , . . . ,  Cq}, then we set 
CD o (P, r) = A Simp - Def(P, r) 
which reduce to true when S imp-  Def(P; r) is empty, and 
CDo(P; r) = Vx(X I A . . .  A N'q ---+ -~r(2)), 
where (referring to our standard notation for a clause C,) 
i 17kt lV . . .VxkCtkV  ~M , 
variables xy being different from y and z. Finally we set 
CDo( P; r) = CDa ( P, r) A CDo ( P , r), 
Compo(P) = A CDo(P,r). 
r/r pred.sym. 
(b) (inductive step s + 1) If Def(P, r) is empty we set 
CD~<(P,r) = true, CD~+,(P,r ) = V~r(~).  
Otherwise, let Def(P, r) = {C1,. . . ,  Cq}. For each Ci, i = 1, . . . ,  q, by induction 
hypothesis, we can define 
E i=3f  l=t lA . . .Axk=tkA D(Comp~(PUQ)-- ,L)A M,  
m 
F t , i =VY 1 ¢ t ,v ' "vxa-¢tkvVD(Comp, (PuO) - - -+~L)vV~M 
m tt 
where variables xj are different from 3~ and f. Then we set: 
CD;L , (P, r) : V2. [E', V- - .  V E'q --+ r(g)], 
CD~_,(P,r) : V2[F/A.. .  AF~ --* ~r(.~)]; 
we finally set 
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CD~+, (P, r) : CD++, (P, r) A CD;+ 1 (P, r), 
Comp~.+l (P) = A CD,.+, (P, r). 
r/r pred.sym. 
It is easy to see from the definition that in case of programs without embedded 
implications, the construction terminates at level 0, and the definition is formally 
equivalent to the one of Clark's completion (in three-valued logic). 
Example 4.1. Let P be a program containing the following clauses: 
Vx((q(x) ~ -~r) -~ p(x)), 
q(1) Aq(2) ~ r. 
Then p(x) succeeds from P with answer e, since r fails from P U {q(x)}. The goal 
succeeds by making one extension of the starting program (namely, from P to 
P U {q(x)}). We will compute Compl(P) and show that 
DcEv Compl (P) -+ Vxp(x). 
To this purpose, let F be the formula: 
F :  (q(1) A q(2) ---+ r) A (~q(1) V ~q(2) ---+ ~r). 
Then Compl (P) is given by the conjunction of 
F A Vx~q(x), 
and the following formulas: 
Vx(D[Compo(P U {q(x)}) ---+ ~r] -+ p(x)), 
Vx(D[Compo(P U {q(x)}) + r] ---+ ~p(x)). 
We have that Compo(P U {q(x)}) is given by the conjunction of: 
F A q(x) A Vu(u # x --+ ~q(u)). 
Let c be any constant in KD. We get 
PCET Compo(PU {q(c)}) ---+ gu(u # c --+ ~q(u)). 
We consider separately the case when c is 1 and when c is not 1. 
If c is 1, then PCET 2 # C, and hence 
~CEX Compo(P tO {q(c)}) ---+ ~q(2) 
SO that we get 
~cEx Compo(P U {q(c)}) ---+ ~r. 
If c is not 1, then bCET 1 # C and hence 
~cEx Compo(P U {q(c)}) ---+ -W(1) 
so that we get 
~CET Compo(P U {q(c)}) ---+ ~r. 
Therefore, in both cases, we must have 
~CET Compo(P tO {q(c)}) ---+ ~r. 
By necessitation we also have: 
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~CET Vl(Compo(P U {q(c)}) ~ --r),. 
thus, by definition of Compl (P), we get 
~CET Compl (P) ---, p(c), 
and, since c is arbitrary 
~CET Compl (P) ~ Vxp(x). 
l l3 
Example 4.2. Let P be the parity-counting program, given in Section 1. Suppose that 
P contains only one instance of predicate r, say r(cl). The clauses of P are as follows: 
-"odd --+ even, 
Vx(select(x) A (mark(x) ~ even)) --+ odd), 
Vx(r(x) A -~mark(x) --~ select(x)), 
r(c,). 
We will show that 
~CET Compl (P) --* (odd A-.even). 
For each n Comp,(P) contains, as a fixed part, the conjunction of the following for- 
mulas: 
(1) ~odd ~ even, 
(2) odd --+ ~even, 
(3) Vx(r(x)A ~mark(x) --+ select(x)), 
(4) Vx(-,r(x) V mark(x) --~ ~select(x) ), 
(5) 
(6) Vx(x # Cl --* ~r(x) , 
(7) Vx~mark(x). 
Thus, we have that 
~CET Compl (P) ~ ~even 
if we can show 
~CET Compl (P) ~ odd. 
By definition of the completion, the last formula is a theorem if we can prove: 
~CET Comp, (P) ~ 3z(select(z) A D( Compo(P U {mark(z)}) --~ even)). 
Let us abbreviate by []A[z] the second conjunct of the above formula. Then we have 
to prove 
~CET Comp, (P) ~ 3z(r(z) A -~mark(z) A C1A[z]). 
This is a theorem if we can show 
~CET Comp, (P) ~ (r(c,) A ~mark(Cl) A rZA[cl]). 
By (5) and (7), all we have to prove is: 
~CET Comp, (P) ---+ DA [c, ]. 
This can be done by showing that [ZA[Cl] is a theorem by its own, that is to say 
~CET []A[c~]. By necessitation it suffices to prove that 
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(*) ~CET Compo(PU {mark(c1)}) ---+ even. 
Notice that Compo(P U {mark(cl)}) contains, in addition to (1), . . . ,  (6), also the 
following formulas: 
(8) Vx(~seleet(x) ---, ~odd), 
(9) mark(cl ). 
By (1), (8) and (4), we have that (*) is a theorem if we can prove: 
~CET Compo(P tO {mark(c,)}) ---+ 3z(-~r(z) V mark(z)). 
But the last formula immediately follows from the fact that Compo(P 0 {mark(c1)}) 
contains (9). This concludes the proof. 
According to the intuitive meaning of the completion construction, for any n and 
m, if n ~> m then Comp,(P) is stronger than Comp,,(P). This fact is expressed in the 
following proposition: 
Proposition 4.2. if" n >~ m then for every program P
~CET V(Comp,(P) --+ Compm(P)). 
Proof. By induction on n we prove that 
~CET V(Comp,+, (P) ~ Comp,(P)). 
We do this by proving that, for every predicate r, 
~CET V(CD,~+, (P, r)--+ CD~ (P, r)), 
kCET V (CD,~+I (P, r)-+ CD.(P, r)). 
• (n = 0) the only non-immediate part is to prove 
~ce, V(CD, (P, r) --+ CD,7 (P, r)), 
when Def(P, r) is non-empty. Let Def(P; r) = {CI, . . . ,  Cq}, and for each C/let 
be the formulas determined by Ci, as in the definition of the completion, so that 
we have: 
CDo(P , r) = Vg[N~ n . . .  A N~ ---+ ~r(2)]; 
CD~(P, r) = V2[F( A ' . .  A F~ ---+ ~r(x)]. 
For each i = 1,. . . ,  q it is easily seen that 
 CET V(N! -+ F/); 
from this fact it easily follows 
~CEr V(CD~(P, r) --~ CDo (P , r)). 
• (n > 0) We limit the proof to 
~CET V(CD;~+, (P, r) --+ CD+(P, r)), 
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when the definition of r in P is not empty; the other part is 
Def(P, r) = {C1,..., Cq}. We know that 
CD++, (P, r) = V2[E', V - - .  V E'q ~ r@)], and 
CD+(P,r), = V2[E[ V .. .  V E" -~q r(2)], 
where 
EI=q'[UAArq(C°mp"(PUQ)---+L)AV] ' m  
E"=q'[uAAD(C°mpn-I(PUQ)---~L)AV] ' m  
115 
similar. Let 
for some formulas U and V. By induction hypothesis we have that: 
~CET V(Comp,(P U Q) ~ Comp, I(P U Q)), 
so that we get 
~CET V[[q(Comp,_l(P UQ) ---+ L) --* [q(Comp,(P U Q) ---* L)]. 
From this we can conclude that for each i: 
bCET V(E;' --~ E;), 
so that we finally obtain: 
D + ~CET V(C , 1 (P, r) --+ CD+(P, r)) 
The proof for CD- is similar. [] 
Operational semantics handles queries, i.e. lists of pairs of programs and literals. 
To give a logical interpretation of queries, we associate to each query N two sets of 
formulas defined as follows. 
Definition 4.2. Given a query N: 
N: ( (P I , L1) , . . . ,  (Pn,Zn)), 
for each natural k we define formulas ~+(N,k) and 4~ (N,k): 
n 
• +(N, k): A[](Compk(P~) --~ L,), 
i 
n 
q) (N,k) : Vrq(Compk(Pi)~ Li). 
i 
Formulas 4~+(N, k) and 4~-(N, k) are intended to express the logical meaning of 
the success and the failure of N. 
An easy consequence of Proposition 4.2 is the following. 
Proposition 4.3. For each k and h >- k, and query N: 
~CET •+(N,k) ---+ ~+(N,h), 
~CET@ (N,k )~ (U,h). 
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5. Soundness and completeness results 
We will now investigate the relationship between the fixed point semantics and the 
completion and then we will prove soundness and completeness for the proof proce- 
dure defined in Section 2. In particular, in the next subsection we will show that the 
fixed points of operator T (defined in Section 3) are models of the completion of any 
program. Then in Section 5.2 we will prove that the proof procedure is sound with 
respect o the completion semantics and in Section 5.3 that it is complete with res- 
pect to the fixed point semantics, for the class of e-programs. By these results, we will 
be able to conclude that the operational semantics of the language is sound and com- 
plete with respect o both the fixed point and the completion semantics. 
5.1. Fixed points and completion 
In this section we focus on the relationship of the fixed point semantics with res- 
pect to the completion. We will show that every fixed point interpretation determines 
a TVK4 model of the completion of each program. To this purpose we associate to 
any interpretation I, as defined in Section 3, a TVK4 model Mr. 
Given a structure (~/g, D, I), where i f  is the set of programs whose free variables 
have been replaced by elements of KD (as defined in Section 3), we simply define the 
modal structure MI, generated by I by letting: 
M, = (~/U,D, C,I). 
The accessibility relation is strict inclusion c (notice that it is transitive). Further- 
more, we set the interpretation of the equality predicate in MI to be identity. We want 
to show that fixed points of operator T generates models of the completion. To this 
purpose we need the following simple lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. Given a structure I = (~/g, D, I), let H be a formula built on the connectives 
{A, ~}, then for  every assignment ~ and P ¢ ~ I~ we have: 
VI(P, Ha) = M, (P ,H ,  ~). 
Proof. Straightforward induction on the complexity of H. [] 
Theorem 5.1 (Fixed point models). Let I = (~#'~', D I) be a super-Herbrand interpr- 
etation," i f I=  T(I), then for  any natural n, for  ever), P C ~it ~, and every assignment ~, 
we have." 
M~(P, Comp,(P), ~) = t. 
Proof. By induction on n we show that for every predicate r 
MI(P, CD,(P, r), c¢) = t. 
(We assume that r is p-ary.) Suppose first that Def(P ,  r) = O; then for every assign- 
ment 
I(P) (r) (~(x,),. . . , o~(Xp) ) = f, 
so that, by the lemma above, we get easily: 
Ul (P ,  Vxl, . . . ,xp-~r(xl, . . . ,xp), o 0 =t.  
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I f  Def(P,  r) = {q , . . . ,  Cq}, we actually proceed by induction on n. 
• (Case n = 0) We have CD+(P, r) = A Simp - Def(P,  r). Let C C Simp - Def(P,  r), 
with 
C: Vg(L, , . . . ,Lk- -*  r ( t , , . . . , tp) ) .  
We have to show that for every 
M,(P,L,  A . . .  AL~ ~ r( t , , . . . t tp) ,~)  = t. 
When we want to prove that A ~ B = t, we must check two cases: (a) ifA = t, we 
must show that also B = t, and (b) if A = u, we must show that B ¢ f. 
(a) Suppose that M1(P, LI A- - -ALk ,~)=t .  By Lemma 5.1, then also 
V/(P,(LI A. - -ALk)U) = t. Since T(1) V- I, we have I (P)(r)(hcq.. .  ,tpX) 
= t, so that also MI(P, r (h , . . . ,  tp)t ~) = t. 
(b) Suppose that MI(P, LI A- . .  A Lk, ~) = u, so that also VI(P, (Li A . . .  A Lk)7) 
= u. Assume by absurdum that 
M,(P , r ( t l , . . . , tp ) ,~)  = Vl(P,r(t , , . . . , tp)~) = f. 
Since I [- T(I), we have that, for every clause CJ E P: 
q: W(Bo@ --+ A) 
and for every assignment fl such that r (h , . . . , tp)~ = Aft holds in I, we have 
Vl(P, Bodyfl) = f. In particular for C and ~, we get VI(P,(LI A ... ALk)a )= f, 
and we get a contradiction. Thus 
M,(Ptr ( t l , . . . , tp) , : t )  ¢ f. 
• CD o (P, r) is defined as 
CD o (P, r) = Vx(N I A. . .  A N~ ---+ --r(~)), 
where x ~- x~,. . . tXp, and 
k i hj I CJ =V(6(Qi=¢> Li)AAMi~r(tl''"ttP) 
N'. = Vy x~ ¢ t~ V . . .  V xp # tp V ~Mi  . ! 
i 
We must prove that for every c~, 
( ' N' ~r (x . , . .  ,Xp), ~) t, Mr P, NI A . "  A q ---~ • = 
that is to say 
(a) Mt(P ,N I A. . -  ANq,~) = 
(b) MI(P, X~ A A Nq, ct) 
Let us prove (a). Suppose on 
MI(P,-~r(x., . . .  txp), ~) ¢ t, i.e., 
t implies MI(P, ~r(x l , . . .  ,Xp), c~) = t, and 
u implies MI(P, ..r(xl,... ,Xp), ~) ¢ I .  
the contrary that Mr(P,N~ A. . .  A N' c~)= t and qt 
Mi(Ptr (x l , . . .  ,Xp), ~) ¢ f. By the previous lemma 
and the fact that T(I) V- I, for some clause Cj E P: 
Ci = V (Qi =~ Li) A Mi --* r ( t l , . . . , tp  , 
i 
there is an assignment/3 =x,,..+ c~ (i.e. fl(xi) = c(xi), for i = 1, . . .  ,p) such that 
r (x , , . . .  = r ( , , , . . . ,  
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that implies 
( , )  ~(x,) = t , /~, . . . ,  ~(xp) = tA~, 
and V~(P, (AikJ (Qi ~ Li) A A~: M~)fl ) ~:f. This implies VI(P,(A~ Mi)[~) :~f, and 
by the previous lemma MI(P, Ai / Mi,/~) ¢ f, so that by (*) we get 
(0 ) M1 P, 3y l=t lA ' "AXp=tpA Mi ,~ • f ,  i 
but this implies M1(P, Nj, ~) ¢ t, against he hypothesis. 
Let us prove (b). Suppose on the contrary that MI(P,N~,...,N~, ~)= u and 
MI(P, ~r(xl, . . .  ,Xp), ~) = f, i.e., Mt(P,r(xl , . . .  ,Xp), ~) = t. By the previous lemma 
and the fact that I F- T(I), for some clause C /c  P: 
c i  = v (Q, ~ L,) A AM,.  ~ r ( t , , . . . , tp  , 
i 
there is an assignment/~ =,.~ ....... p ~ such that 
( , )  .~(x~) = t~, . . . ,  ~(x~) = tp~, 
and V~(P, (A~(Q~ ~ Ls) A A~J Mi)l ?) -- t. This implies V~(P, (A~M~)~) = t, and by 
the previous lemma M~(P,/~J M~, [J) = t, so that by (*) we get 
M~ P ,~ Xl=l lA ' "AXp=tpA mi ,o~ =t ,  
but this implies MI(P, N j, ~) = f, against he hypothesis. 
(case n + 1) Suppose the theorem has been proved up to n. 
• CD+~ (P, r) is given by 
w[E', v . . .  v E'~ -~ 4~)], 
where 
j = ~ ul :- tl A ' "  A Up = tp A ~q(Comp,(P U Oi) --+ L~) A Mi • 
i 
Formula E' comes from a clause C i 
J 
G = v (O~ ~ L , /A /~M,  ~ dt , , . . . , t ,  , 
i 
We must show that for every ~ 
M,(e,F:, v. . .  ve ;  -~ 4 , , , . . .  , ,P, ~) = t ,  
that is to say 
(a) MI(P,E' l V. . .  V E~,, ~) : t implies Mr(P, r (u l , . . . ,  up), ~) = t, and 
(b) Mt(P,E~ V V EJq,~) = u implies Ml(P,r(u . . . .  ,Up),~) ¢ f. 
Let us prove (a). For some E' i we have 
(i) M,(P,E~, ~) = t. 
It follows that for some fl =., ...... p
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this implies 
(ii) M1 (P, Ai Mi, fl) = t, and 
(iii) MI(P, Ai D( Comp,(P u Q~) ~ Li), fl) = t. 
For each i, let Ri = P U (Q~/~), since R~ E ~/F, by induction hypothesis, we have: 
MI(R~, Comp,(Ri), fl) = t. 
Since Comp,(P U Q~)~ = Comp,(P u Qifl) = Cornp,(R~), and P C &, by (iii), we ob- 
tain Mt(R~,Li, fl) = t. This implies VI(R~,L~fl) = t, that is to say 
VI(P U Qifl, Lifl) = t, 
for each i = 1,...~ hi, which implies 
P, i ~ Li = t. 
By (ii) we also have VI(P, (A~ ~ Mi)fl) = t. Since, r(ul,.. . ,  Up)~ = r(tl,.. . ,  6)[3, and 
T(I) E I, we get 
I(P) (r)(~(ul),..., c~(up)) = t, 
so that also MI(P, r(ul,.. . ,  Up), ~) = t. 
! Let us prove (b). Suppose on the contrary that MI(P,E' l V. . .  V Eq, ~) = u and 
Mt(P, r(ul,.. . ,  Up), ~) = f. By hypothesis, there must be some E'J, coming from a 
clause Cj 
h, k, )) 
C/= V(6(Q i  ~ Li) A AMi -+ ' 
such that MI(P, Ej, ~) = u, that is, for some fl =< ...... p
Since equality is bivalued, it must be (ut = tt)fl = t in M~, so that 
(*) r (u l , . . . ,Up)~ = r ( t l , . . . ,  tp)fl. 
We can conclude that 
(i) MI(P, Ai D( Comp,(P u Qi) ---+ Li), fl) 7 & f, 
(ii) M~ (P, A~ M~],//) ¢ f, 
and either (i) or (ii) has value u. Notice that (i) involves a conjunction of modali- 
zed formulas, which are bivalued, it must be therefore 
(i') MI(P, Ai [](Compn(P U Qi) --* Li), fl) = t, 
(ii') M1 (P, A~ M~.],/~) = u. 
F rom (i'), using induction hypothesis exactly as in part (a) we finally get 
(iii) V1(P, (AfJ(Qi =~ Li))//) = t. 
From (ii'), by the lemma we obtain 
(iv) VI(P, (A~' M,.)fl) = u. 
From (iii) and {iv), we have Vt(P, Body(Cj)fl) ~ f. By (*), since I F-- r(I) it must be 
l(P)(r)(cC(Ul),..., cO(Up)) :/= f, 
so that also M1(P, r(ul,.. . ,  Up), ~) :~ f, against the hypothesis. 
CD~+I(P , r) is given by 
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V~[F[ A. . .  A F~ -~ ~r(~)], 
where 
6! = V~ u, ¢ t, V . . .  V Up ¢ tp V V[q(Compn(PU Qi) --+ mLi) v mM i . 
i 
Each formula F' comes from a clause Cj / 
cj = v (0, - L,./A AM,. r ( t , , . . ,  t, , 
i 
We must show that for every c~ 
F '~r (u l  .. ,Up),~)=t, M,(P,F[ A . . .  A q , . 
that is to say 
(a) MI(P,F( A.-.  A Fq, c~) = t implies MI(P, r(ul , . . . ,  Up), c~) = f, and 
! (b) MI(P,F[ A. . .  AEq, C 0 = u implies Ml(P,r(ul, . . .  ,Up),C 0 ¢ t. 
Let us prove (a). Suppose on the contrary that MI(P,F( A..-AFq, C~)= t and 
Mt(P,r(ul , . . . ,  Up), ~) ¢ f, by the previous lemma and the fact that T(I) [- I, for 
some clause Cj of the above form and some 8 =, c~, we have r(ul,...,Up) 
c~ = r(h, . . . , tp)~, which implies 
(*) (ul = tl A""  A Up = tp)fl, 
and VI(P, Body(Ci)[l ) ¢ f, which implies 
V~(PUQ~,L~8)¢f,  fo r /= l , . . . ,h j ,  and 
V~(P, M,./~)¢ f, fo r i= l , . . . , k j .  
By the previous lemma it follows: 
(i) M1(PU Qi~,~Li,8) ¢ t, for i = 1,... ,hj, and 
(ii) MI(P, ~Mi, fl) 7 ! t, for i = 1, . . . ,  ki. 
By induction hypothesis we have, for i = 1,. . . ,  hj 
M1(PU QiS, Comp,(PU Q~),fl) = t, 
thus by (i) we get 
M1(P U Qifl, Comp,,(P u Q~) ---* ~L~, 8) = f, 
and since P c P u Q~/3, 
(iii) MI(P, D(Compn(P U Qi) ~ =L~), 8) = f. 
From (ii), (iii) and (*) it follows 
• i 
which implies M/(P, Fi', ~) ¢ t, against he hypothesis. 
Let us prove (b). Suppose on the contrary that MI(P,F[ A--. A Fq, ~)= u and 
M~(P, r (u l , . . . ,  Up), ~) = t, by the lemma and the fact that I ___ T(/), for some 
clause Cj of the above form and some 8 =~ c~, we have 
= r ( , , , . . . , , , )8 ,  
which implies 
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( * ) (u ,  = tl A ' "  A Up = tp)fl, 
and V1(P, Body(Cj)/3 ) = t; this implies 
V~(PUQi/3,Li/3)=t, fo r /=  1, . . . ,h i ,  and 
V~(P, Mi/3) = t, for i=  l , . . . , k j .  
By the previous lemma it follows: 
(i) MI(P U Qi/3, -~Li,/3) = f, for i = 1, . . . ,  h/, and 
(ii) Mt (P, -,M~, /3) = f, for i = 1, . . . ,  kj. 
By induction hypothesis we have, for i = 1 , . . . ,  hi, 
Ml( P U Qi/3, Compn( P U Q~ ), /3) = t, 
thus by (i) we get M1(PUQ~/3, Comp,(PUQi)  ---' -'L~, /3) = f, and since 
P c PU Qi/3, 
(iii) MI(P, rq(Comp,(P u Q~) ---+ ~L~),/3) = f. 
From (ii), (iii) and (*) it follows 
(( )) M~ P, u, ¢ t, v . . .  v u, ¢ t, v V[] (Comp.(P u Q,) --+ -L~) v ~M~ ,/3 = f, 
i 
that implies Mr(P, F/, e) = f, against he hypothesis. [] 
Example 5.1. We show the relationship between the completion and the fixed point 
semantics in a concrete case. Let P be the following propositional database: 
p= {(P~q) - - -~P  
-,p ~ q 
(notice that P is not stratified). It is easily seen that 13 is the least fixed point (I0 is the 
totally undefined interpretation), and, letting Q = P u {p} we have: 
/3 (P) (p) = f and /3 (P)(q) = t, 
I3(Q)(p) = t and I3(Q)(q) = f. 
The calculation of Compl (P) leads to: 
Compl (P) = q +-+ -,p A 
A rq(Compo(Q) ~ q) ~ p A 
A [] (Compo (Q) ~ ~q) ---+ ~p, 
where Compo(Q) - p A (q ~ -,p). Notice that 
~TVK4 Compl (P) ~ q A ~p, and 
~rm4 Compo(Q) --+ ~q A p. 
One can check that 
M h (P, Comp, (P)) : t. 
The only non-trivial part is to verify the truth of the second formula; since 
I3 (P)(p) = f, we must check that 
Mr3 (P, [q(Compo(Q) ~ q)) = f. 
But this easily follows from the fact that 
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MI3(Q, Compo(Q) ) = t and 13(Q)(q) = f. 
An immediate consequence of the previous theorem is the following proposition, 
which relates completion and fixed point semantics. 
Proposition 5.1. For all natural k and substitutions O,
~CET ~+(N,k)O implies ~m NO; 
~CET 4-  (N, k) implies ~tT~ -~N. 
5.2. Correctness of the operational semantics 
In this section we prove the correctness of the operational semantics with respect 
to the completion construction. 
Given a query N: 
N:  ((P~,L,),. . . ,  (P,,L,)), 
for each natural k, let formulas ~b + (N, k) and q~ (N, k) be defined as before: 
t/ 
(b+(U,k) : A[Z](Compk(P~) ~ Li), 
i 
n 
~b-(U, k): V[](Compk(Pi) ~ -~Li). 
i 
The following proposition is needed in the correctness proof. In particular, it pro- 
vides the key inductive step. 
Proposition 5.2. Let N = ((PI,A)) U N1, where A = r(t-) is a positive atom, then we 
have: 
1. I f  A does not unify with any clause in Pi then 
~CET (I)- (N, 0). 
2. Let C1,.. . ,  Cp E Pj be all the clauses whose heads unify with A by mgu ol , . . . , ap. 
For j = 1,.. .  ,p let Nj be the query derived from N by reducing A with respect o Cj. 
Then, for each k we have: 
(a) ~CET (JIS+(Nj, k) ---+ ~+(N,k-b 1)~j 
(b) ~CET ~[~ (Xl, k) A.- .  A q~ (Np, k) ---+ cb-(S, k + 1). 
To prove Proposition 5.2, we will make use of some well-known results on CEQ 
(see Lloyd [21]), and some lemmas. A notational convention: given an idempotent 
substitution a: 
o- -  {v,/t , , . . . ,vu/tu}, 
the notation 
VzO'~ 
stands for the formula vl = tl A -.. A vu = tu. 
By an equational formula we intend a conjunction of equations t = s. Notice that, 
if E is an equational formula, we have: 
~CET E ~-+ DE, 
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since the interpretation of  terms does not depend on worlds; notice also that an 
equational formula can take only Boolean values. Let us call modal ized a formula 
which is a Boolean combinat ion (including negation) of  B formulas .  Modalized for- 
mulas, likewise equation formulas, can take only the Boolean values at every world 
in any model, we hence call both of  them bi-valued formulas. The next lemma 
provides some technical manipulat ion needed in the proof  of the previous 
proposit ion. 
Lemma 5.2. Let  t and s be two unifiable terms and let a = mgu(t, s). 
(i) ~CET IV = O" - -+  E3B A N(C ---+ O)] A N(C ---, [q)v(t = s A NB A D) ~ E]) 
---, (v = a ~ @(C ~ E)). 
(ii) Let  A be a modal  fo rmula  and let variables y not occur in any o f  A, C and E. Then 
we have 
~CET A ~ (v = a ---, NB  V N(C  ~ D)) V E implies 
~cet A ~ D(C ~ V)7(t ¢ s v NB V D)) V E. 
(iii) I f  either A or C is bi-valued, then 
~CET(A~BVC)~(A- - *B)VC.  
Proof. (i) Assume that the formula (i) is not valid, then 
M = (W,R ,D, I ) ,  world w, and assignment ~, we have 
(1) Mr(w, ~ = cr --~ DB A D(C  --~ D), c~) = t, 
(2) Mr(w,  D(C  ~ [337@ = s A []B A D) ~ E]), c~) = t, and 
M,(w,  ~ = a --~ D(C  --* E), ~) = f. 
Hence, we can conclude that 
(3) M~(w,  ~ = ~r, ~) = t, 
and for some w' such that wR w', 
( , )  M,(w' ,  C --~ E, ~) = f. 
From (1) and (3) we get 
Ml(w,  E3B, or) = t, 
(M,(w,  [E(C --~ D), ~) = t, 
and hence also 
(4) MI (w', EJB, ~) = t, (by transitivity of R) 
(5) Ml(w' ,  C --~ D, ~) = t. 
By CET, we have 
bCET V(t = S +--+ /~ = O'), 
so that by (3), we obtain 
(6) Mt(w, t  = s,c~) = Ml (w ' , t  = s,~) = t. 
By (4)-(6), we can conclude 
Mt(w' ,C  ~ t = s A NB AD, c 0 = t, 
and also 
(7) Mr (w', C ~ 3y(t  = s A NB A D), c~) = t. 
for some model 
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From (2) we get 
(8) Ml(W', C --~ [337(t = s A l iB A D) ~ E], ~) = t, 
finally, from (7) and (8) we obtain 
MI(W', C --+ E, ~) = t, 
against (*). 9 
(ii) Suppose that the second formula is not valid, 
M = (W, R, D, I), world w, and assignment ~, we have 
M,(w,A ~ [3(C ~ V)~(t ¢ s V NB V D)) V E, ~) = f. 
We can conclude that: 
MI(w,A, e) = t (since A is bi-valued), 
M1(w, E](C ~ V)7(t ¢ s V NB V D)), ~) = f, 
Mt(w,E, c~) =/= t. 
Thus, there is a w', with wRW such that 
then for some model 
This 
with 
Mt(w', C ~ V f(t ¢ s V NB V D), c~) = f; 
implies that there is an assignment 7 = ~[P/Od], for some Cd, (that is, 7 coincides 
c~ on variables different from )7) such that 
(,) either M1(w', C, c~) = t and M~(w', t ¢ s V DB V D, 7) ¢ t, or 
Ml(w', C, c~) = u and Mt(w', t 7~ s V DB V D, 7) = f. 
Let H -- t ¢ s v [3B V D. Since variables )7 are not free in A, C and E, we have 
(1) Mt(w', C, 7) = Ml(W', C, c~), 
(2) MI(w,A, 7) = MI(W,A, c~) = t 
(3) Mr(w,E, 7) = M1(w,E, ~) :/: t. 
By (1) and (*), we can conclude that 
(**) Mi(w', C --+ H, 7) = f. 
We first show that it must be 
(4) Ml(w,~=a,  7) =Mt(w ' ,v=a,  7 )=t .  
I f  it were Mt(w', v = a, 7) = f, since by CET we have 
v( ,  : s : 
then we would get Ml(w', t # s, 7) = t, and hence also Mt(w',H, 7) = t, against (**). 
By hypothesis, we have 
MI(W,A ---+ (v = a - -  DB V [3(C ~ D)) V E, 7) = t. 
By (2)-(4), it must be 
Mt(w, DB V D(C ~ D), 7) = t. 
I f  M~(w, @B, 7) = t, then also M~(w', []B, 7) = t, and hence Mt(w', H, 7) = t, against 
( ** ) .  
I f  M1(w, D(C ~ D),7) = t, then we obtain Mz(w', C ~ D,7) = t, and hence also 
9 In this step we are implicitly using the axiom 4.1 (4), which does not hold for Lukasiewicz implication. 
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Mz(w', C ~ H, 7) = t, which contradicts (**) again. This concludes the proof. 
(iii) The proof is easy and left to the reader. [] 
It is obvious that the claims (i) and (ii) generalize to the case in which we have two 
sequences of terms ~=t l , . . . , tp  and g=s l , . . . ,Sp ,  and a=mgu(t~,s~), for all 
i=1  . . . .  ,p. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. (Part 1) Suppose first that Def(Pl,  r) = 0 then we have 
kcEx Compo(P, ) ~ V2~r(2), 
then the result easily follows by necessitation. 
Suppose now that Def(Pl, r) = {C1,...,  Cq}, where 
q = V(8ody -~ r(~j)). 
Since A = r(t-) does not unify with r(~j), for any j = 1 . . . .  , q, by CEQ we have 
Thus by definition of formulas N~ as in the completion construction, (j = 1, . . . ,  q) 
we get 
kczT (X~ A . . .  A X;)[2/t~. 
Since 
Compo(Pj) --~ [(N~ A. . .  A N£)[2/t~ ---* ~r(t-)], 
we get 
~CET Compo (P1) --+ -~r(t~, 
then the result follows by necessitation. 
(Part 2 - case a) Let 
N = ((PI,A)) U N', 
and let Q E P1 be such that A unifies with the head of C/ 
C i= h=~Rh A --*r , 
and let A = r(t-). Let Nj be derived from N by means of reduction rule on (/'1 ,A) via 
C s, so that we have: 
N; : (((P1 tO Q,)ai, R ,a j ) , . . . ,  (P, U Qt)aj, Rt~j) ,
(PltT],mltT/),... , (P, aj, M~oj) ) U S'~j. 
Then, by definition we have: 
• *(N, k + 1) = D(Compk+l(Pl) --~ A) A q~+(N',k + 1), 
t ,7 
4 + (Nj,k) =Av](Compk(Pl U Qh)trj--+ Rhcrj)A AD(Compk(P,)ai  ~ Mla/) 
h 1 
A 4~+(N',k)trl . 
Let ff = dom(aj), using the notation introduced above, and remembering that 
Cornpk(Pa) = COmpk(P)o, for any program P, we obtain: 
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~CET 4)+(Nj,~) ~ ~ = ~j ~ D(Compk(Pl U Qh) ~ Rh) 
s 1) ) AAD(compk(P~)  ~ M,)  A (~ = oj ~ ~+(N' ,~  . 
l 
By Proposition 4.2, we may replace Compk(P~) by Compk+l (P1), and by Proposition 
4.3 q~+ (N', k) by ~+ (N', k + 1) in the above formula; finally we can use axiom 4.1 (8) 
to shift the external conjunction on Mr, so that we get: 
(*) ~CET q~+ (NJ, k) - ,  ~ = aj ~ [~(Compk(P, U Oh) --* Rh) 
( A )]) A[7 Compk+l(P1) ---* M, A (~= crj --* q)+(N',k + 1)). 
Now by definition of the completion we have: 
~CET Compk+,(P1) ---* 3~ t= sj A A[](Compk(p~ u Oh) --~ Rh) 
h 
AAM,  -~ r(t] . 
l 
We easily obtain 
( )]) AD Cornpk+,(Pt)~ M~ AD(Compk+~(P~) 
I(  A ---, 3fij ~ = gj A [~(Compk(P, U Oh) ~ Rh) A M, ---* r h 
A (~ = r~j ~ ~+(S ' ,k+ 1)). 
Now, we can apply Lemma 5.2(i) and obtain 
~CET q)+(Nj,k) ~ (~ = aj ---* [3(Compk+,(Pj) ---+ r(t)) 
A (~ : a] ~ q~+(U',k + 1)). 
From the last formula, by idempotency of a], since A : r(t~ we easily get: 
~CET q)+(Nj,k) ---* [[~(Compk+,(P~) --+ A) A q~+(U',k + 1)]~r], 
that is 
~CET q)+(X~,k) ~ q)+(N,k + 1)aj. 
(Part 2 - case b) Let C~,. . . ,  Cp ~ P~ be all the clauses whose head unifies with A 
by mgu rrl, . . . ,  rrp. For j = 1,... ,p let Nj be the query derived from N by reducing 
A = r(t-) with respect o Cj, where: 
Cy = V Oi =~ Li) A M~ ~ r(~j , 
l 
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and aj -- mgu(r(t~, r(gj)). We have that 
Nj : ( ((P, U Q,)aj,  R ,a i ) , .  . . , (P, U Q~,)aj, Rm, aj), (P, a j ,Mla j ) ,  . . . , 
(P, a j ,M, ,a j )  ) U N' a/. 
Thus, by definition we have: 
mj 
4~- (Nj,k) = Vlq(Compk(Pl uQi)aj--~-lRi(Tj) 
i 
n) 
vVv1 ( Comp,(P, )aj ~ -~Mtaj) V 4 -  (N', k )a i. 
I 
Let ~ = dora(a~), then we obtain: 
( ['y 
vVD(comp~(P, ) ~ -,M,) v e-(N' ,k)  . 
I 
Let D, = (Compk(P~ U Qi) ~ -~Ri). By Lemma 5.2(iii) and axiom 4.1 (9) we obtain: 
~CETq~- (Nj, k) 
--~ ~=ay--~ yrqD, vrq Compk(P,)--~ V-~M , v4~ (N',k), 
• l 
so that by Lemma 5.2(ii), we get: 
~CETCb- (Nj ,k)  
~ D Compk(P~) ~ Vyj i¢~jv DDi v -,M, V4~-(N',k). 
As in the definition of the completion, we get 
6'E2/t-J=V.~, t -#~jv  IND, V ~M, , 
so that by Propositions 4.2 and 4.3, for all j = 1, ... ,p, we have that 
~CET q~-(Nj,k) ~ D(Compk+,(P1) ~ Fj[ff/t~)V • (N ' ,k  + 1). 
Hence we obtain also: 
(,) ~ e-(Nj ,  k ) -~D Comp,+,(P,)~ [~/~ v~ (N',k+l). 
J 
Since, by definition, 
~cE'r Compk+l(Pl) ~ --, ~r , 
and A = r(~), by (*) we finally get 
P 
~T A~-(N~,~) -~ rq(compk+l(P,) ----, -,A) v q~ (N ' ,k  + 1), 
J 
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that is 
P 
~CET A~-  (Nj, k) ~ ¢b-(N,k+ 1). [] 
Y 
As we have already remarked, Proposition 5.2 provides the key inductive step for 
the correctness proof, which is now relatively straightforward. 
Theorem 5.2 (Correctness of the operational semantics). Let N be a query. Then we 
have: 
(a) I f  N succeeds with O, then there exists a k such that 
~CET ~+(N, k)0. 
(b) I f  N fails then there exists a k such that 
~CET q)- (N, k). 
In particular if A succeeds from P with answer 0 then, for some k 
~CET (Compk(P) --~ A)O, 
and if A fails from P, then Jor some k, 
~CET Compk ( P ) --* -~A .
Proof. We prove (a) and (b) together by induction on pairs (r, h) where r is the rank 
and h is the height of a successful derivation for case (a), and the rank and the height 
of a finite failure tree for case (b). 
(a) Let r = 0 and h = 0. In this case N is empty, so that cb + (N, k) is true, for any k. 
Let h > 0; since r = 0, we can only reduce N by the atomic rule. Suppose we gen- 
erate Nj from N applying reduction to a pair (Pn, A), via a clause C~ E Pj, and let aj 
the relative mgu. We have, for some 0', that 0 = ajO', and Nj succeeds with answer 0' 
by a derivation of smaller height. By induction hypothesis, for some k we get: 
~CET q~+ (Nj, k) 0'. 
By the previous proposition we have 
~CET ~+ (Nj, k) ~ q~+(X, k + 1)ai, 
so that also 
~CET (rb+(Xj, k) ---* q~+(N,k + 1),j)0', 
and therefore 
~CET q~+ (Xj, k)0' ~ q~+ (U, k + 1)ajO'. 
We may conclude 
~CET cb+(N, k + 1)ajO', 
that is to say 
~CET q~+(N,k + 1)0. 
Consider now r > 0 and h arbitrary. We have an additional case: N = ((Pi, -,A)) U N' 
and 
• N' succeeds with 0 and a by a shorter derivation, and 
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• ((PI,A)) finitely fails by a failure tree of smaller ank. 
In case h = 0, we have in particular that N -- ((P1, -,A)), and only the second item 
applies. By induction hypothesis, there are some kl and k2 such that: 
~CET ~+ (N', kl) 0, 
~CET [3( ComPk2 ( P1) ~ -,A ). 
Taking k = max{kl, k2}, by Proposition 4.2, and Lemma 4.3 we easily get 
~CET [[](Compk(P1) ---+ -~A) A ~+(N', k)]O, 
that is to say 
~CET q)+(N,k)O. 
(b) Let r = 0 and h = 0. In this case N contains a pair (/)I,A) such that A does not 
unify with any clause in PI. Then by the previous proposition we immediately have: 
~CET q~ (N, 0). 
Let now r > 0 and h = 0, we have that N is a failure node since it contains a pair 
(P1,-,A) such that ((PI,A)) succeeds with answer e, by a refutation of smaller ank. 
Then by induction hypothesis we get, for some k: 
~CET [3( Comp~(Pl ) ---+ A), 
and also 
~CET ½( Compk (PI ) --~ -,~A), 
thus we may conclude 
~CET ~D- (N, k). 
Finally, let r > 0, and h > 0, then for some pair (PI,A)E N all queries N s (say 
j = 1,.. .  ,p) generated by reduction of A with respect o a clause Cj C P~ have a fail- 
ure tree of rank r and smaller height. Thus, we may apply the induction hypothesis 
and conclude that for some kj (with j = 1,.. .  ,p) we have 
~CET ~-  (Nj, kj), 
for j = 1,.. .  ,p; let k = max{ks: j = 1,.. .  ,p}, then we obtain by Lemma 4.3: 
P 
J 
By the previous proposition 
P 
~CET A -(uj,k) --+ • (U,k + 1); 
i 
we can therefore conclude: 
~¢ET 4)-(N,k + 1). [] 
5.3. Completeness of the top-down operational semantics 
In order to give a completeness result for the operational semantics in Section 2, 
we must find a class of queries and programs for which no computation flounders. 
To this purpose we introduce the class of e-programs. The class of e-programs has 
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been originally proposed by Stfirk in [32] as a subclass of flat logic programs. Here 
we extend it to deal with programs with embedded implications. For the class of e- 
programs, we prove the completeness of our top-down query evaluation with respect 
to the fixed point semantics. First, we will focus on interpretations whose domain is 
the Herbrand universe and we will show that the top , town query evaluation is com- 
plete with respect o the Herbrand interpretation obtained by iterating the operator 
T up to a finite stage n. At the end of the section we will see that the restriction on the 
Herbrand Universe can be lifted, so that we can obtain a more general completeness 
result with respect o the fixed point semantics ~t~x, and by Theorem 5.1 (fixed point 
models) with respect o the completion. 
Let us now introduce the notions of e-query and e-program. 
Definition 5.1 (e-query). A query N in normal form is an e-query if for every query 
N I = ((P1, L l ) , . . . ,  (Pn, Ln)) occurring in a computation generated from N (including 
N) the following holds: for every substitution 0 
i f  for every pair (P~O,A~O), in the query N'O (with A~ positive literal), 
the query ((P,0,Ai0)) succeeds with answer e, 
then 
for every pair (Pi0, -,AzO), in the query N'O (with A~ positive literal), 
either P,.0 and ~AiO are closed, or the query ((P~O, AiO)) finitely fails. 
P is an e-program if for every clause G --) A in P, the query ((P,G)) is an e-query. 
By definition, if N is an e-query and N' is derived from N, then N' is an e-query as 
well. 
An arbitrary query (program) will be said to be an e-query (program) if its normal 
counterpart is so. 
As pointed out in [32] the e-property for flat logic programs is not decidable. Sim- 
ilarly, the e-property introduced above for programs with embedded implications is 
not decidable ither. 
For the sake of brevity, let us introduce the following notation: given a query 
N = ((P,, G,) , . . . ,  (P,, G,)), 
and a substitution 0, we define 
VI ~,,, NO iff for some k < ~o, V~ k(Pj0a, GiOa ) = t, for each j = 1 ... n, and for every 
ground substitution a. 
V~ ~,,, ~N iff for some k < m and for all ground a, V/~ (Pja, Gja) = f, for some 
j= 1. . .n,  
where, for all k < ~o, Ik is the partial interpretation on the Herbrand domain ob- 
tained by a finite iteration of T, starting from the totally undefined interpretation I0. 
Theorem 5.3. Let N be an e-query and let 0 be a ground substitution. 
I f  1/1 ~,,, NO, then N succeeds with answer a, with a more general than O. 
I f  V~ ~,,, ~N, then N fails. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that N is in normal form. Similarly to 
Kunen [19], the proof will be by induction on the stages at which different parts of 
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the query become true/false. We have to proceed by induction on the stage at which 
the truth-value of  each pair V~(Pi, Li) becomes individually determined. To this aim, 
we will work on multisets of  stages of  I. Firstly, we introduce the following ordering 
of  multisets. Given s = [n l , . . . ,  np], and s' = [mi , . . . ,  mq], we write s -< s' if the 
following holds: either s is a submultiset of  s t, or s is obtained from s t by replacing 
some occurrence of  mi E s' by a multiset of  numbers smaller than rn i. 
By abuse of notation, we also denote by _~ the transitive closure of  the above de- 
fined relation. We write s -< s' for s -< s' and s'7~s. It may be proved that the relation 
-< is a well-order on multisets. 
Given a query N = ((Q1,L1),..., (Qk,Lk)), and a ground substitution 0; we define 
the sets of  multisets Stages + and Stages- as follows: 
• let Vt ~,,, NO, then s E Stage+(NO), if, Is I = k, and for i = 1 . . . .  ,k, there is one 
hi E s such that V~h~(QiO, LiO ) = t; 
• let V~ ~,, ~N, then s E Stage-(N), if Is I = k, and for every 0 ground, there is one 
hi E s, such that VI< (QiO, LiO) = f, for some i = 1, . . . ,  k. 
Given s E Stage+(N), (Stage-(N)), to each pair (Pi, Li) (for i = ! , . . . ,  k) is associated 
a stage hi E s. As the order of  elements in s is immaterial, we will write s = [h~,..., hal 
to emphasize that stage hi corresponds to pair (PI,L~),... ,hk corresponds to pair 
(Pk,Lk). Since -< is a well-order, if VI ~,, NO, then there is a least s E Stage+(NO), 
we let stage+(NO) = min,{s E Stage+(NO)}; similarly, if VI ~o ~N, then there is a 
least s E Stage (NO), we let stage-(NO) = min~{s E Stage-(NO)}. We will prove that, 
whenever N is an e-query, the following holds: 
(a) if V~ ~,, NO, then N succeeds with answer a, with a more general than 0: 
(b) if V~ ~,,~ ~N, then N fails, 
by simultaneous -< -induction on stage+(N) and stage (N), respectively. 
(a) I f  s = 0, then N = 13, and the claim trivially holds. Suppose that s ~ 13. Let 
N = ((P1,LI) . . . .  ,(P~.,Lk)), and s = [hj,...,hk], notice that each hj > 0. There are 
tWO cases. 
(case 1) The first pair of  N is (Pj ,A), where A is a positive literal. We may assume 
that: 
V~, (P~O, AO) = t, and 
for i = 2 , . . . ,  k, V~ (P~O, LiO) = t. 
This implies that there is a clause C E PI: 
C = Vx[(QI => RI) A . . .  A (Q, =~ R,) --~ A'], 
such that, there exists a = mgu(A',A) and for some ground substitution re, we must 
have: 
0 = 17 0 7~]Var(N ) and 
V~,,~ I((P, U O,)cr~,R, cr~z) = t, 
V~,,, ((P, U Q,)crg, R,aTt) = t, 
V/,,: (P20zt ", L2aTz) = t 
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Let N' = (((P1 tO Q,)a ,R ,a ) , . . . ,  ((Pl tO Qt)a,R,a), (P20,L20"),..., (PkOj, LkO')). Notice 
that N' is obtained from N, by the reduction rule (R'A), using clause C E Pi. We 
may conclude that N' is an e-query. Moreover it holds that V/ ~,,, N'n. Let s' be a 
multiset obtained from s, by replacing hi, by t copies of h~ - 1. We then have that 
stage(N' rt) ~ s' -< s. 
By inductive hypothesis, N' succeeds with answer re. Thus, there is a refutation B of 
N', which computes answer 7t', which is more general than zc. If we append B to the 
node N, it is easy to see that a refutation for N computing answer 0' = ~r o 7~iVar(U ) is 
obtained, which is more general than 0 = a o rClvariN I.
(case 2) The first pair of N is (&,-~A), where A is an atom. There are two subcases, 
according to whether the length of N, k, is 1 or greater than 1. In the first subcase, 
N = ((PI, ~A)); as N is an e-query, either (Pl, ~A) is closed or ((P1 ,A)) finitely fails. In 
this second case, ((&,-~A)) succeeds (with answer e). If (&, ~A) is closed, NO = N. 
Since Vt ~,  N, we have s = [hi] = stage (((P1 ,A))), and V/ht (P1,A) = f. This subcase 
is then covered in case (b). 
If k > 0, and s = [hl,... ,hk], we have 
Vzh, (PIO, AO) = f 
v,~ (P2 o, L2 o) = t 
~hk (&O, LkO) = t. 
Now let N1 and N2 be defined as follows: 
N1 = ((PIO, AO)) 
N2 -~- ( (P2 ,L2) , . . . ,  (Pk,Lk)). 
We have that [h~] =stage-(N1) and [h~]--<s. Thus, by inductive hypothesis 
(item b), query Nl finitely fails. We have also that [h2,...,hk] = stage+(N20) and 
[h2,..., hk] --< s. Since N is an e-query, N2 is also an e-query. By induction hypothesis, 
we may therefore conclude that there is a refutation B for N2 computing an answer a 
more general than 0. We now get a derivation B' replacing the initial node N2 of B by 
N, and performing the same chain of inferences as in B. While the last node of B is 
empty, we have that the last node of B' is exactly ((Pj a,-~Aa)). We want to show that 
this query succeeds, o that B' is a refutation for N. Since N2 succeeds with a, then, by 
Proposition 2.2, N2a succeeds with e, hence, the positive part of Na succeeds with e. 
Given that N is an e-query, either the pair (Pla,~Aa) is closed, or the query 
((P1a,Aa)) finitely fails. In the first case, since (&a, ~A~r) is closed, and a more gen- 
eral than 0, then (P la ,~Aa)= (PIO,~AO), and hence, by inductive hypothesis, 
((Pie, As)) finitely fails (since Nl finitely fails). Hence, in both cases, the query 
((Pla, ~Aa)) succeeds with e. Hence, by applying rule (R~) to the last node of B', 
we get a refutation for N, which computes answer a more general than 0. 
(b) Suppose that/7l ~,,, ~N and let s = [hi, . . . ,  hk] = stage-(N). Notice that it may 
be hi = 0 for some i = 1, . . . ,  k. Again there are two cases to consider. 
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(case 1) Suppose that there is a pair (P,,Li) in N such that Li is a positive atom A 
and the corresponding hi is greater than 0. For simplicity we assume that i = 1. This 
means that for every ground substitution 0 one of the following holds: 
V~h, (PjO, AO) = f, or 
Vzh~ (PiO, LiO) = f, for some i = 2 , . . . ,  k. 
This implies that, for every clause Cj E PI: 
C~ = V~[(Q, ~ R,) A . . .  A (Ot ~ R,,) ~ Aj], 
such that, there exists a /= mgu(A;, A), the following holds: for every ground 0 either 
V% , ((PI U Q,)a;O, Rt~rjO) = f, for some l = 1, . . . ,  t;, or 
VI~, (PiO, LiO) = f, for some i =- 2 , . . . ,  k. 
For each (71. as above, by rule (R'A), we obtain a successor Nj as follows: 
Ny = (((P, U Q,)aj ,R,a,) , . . . ,  ((P, U Qt)cry,Rt~r,), (P20-/,L20-,),..., (Pkai, L~cr/) } 
Since N is an e-query each Nj is also an e-query. Moreover, we have just shown that 
V1 ~,0 -~,  for each Nj. Now let sj be obtained from s, by replacing an occurrence of 
hi, by tj copies of hi - 1. Then we have, for each N/ 
stage (Nj) ~ sj -< s. 
We may apply the inductive hypothesis on each Nj, and conclude that for each Nj 
there is a finitely failed tree Tj for Nj. One finally obtains a finitely failed tree for 
N by taking N as root and by connecting N to the root N; of every T/. 
(case 2) If (case 1) does not apply and stage- (N) = s, it must be that for each pair 
(P,, Li) in N ifLi is a positive literal, the associated h/in s is equal to 0. Thus, we have 
N = ((Pi,-~B1),..., (P,, ~B,), (P,+,,A,+,),. . . ,  (Pk,Ak)}, 
where the Bi's and the Afs are atoms, and for each j = n + 1, . . . ,  k, hj = 0. This im- 
plies that, for each ground substitution 0 with dora(O)= Var(N), there is one 
i = 1, . . . ,  n such that 
V~h, (P~O, ~BiO) = f, that is 
V~h, (P~O, BiO) = t. 
Hence, for every ground substitution 0 there is one i = 1, . . . ,  n, such that 
Vlh, (PiO, RiO) = t. 
We have to show that there is one i = 1, . . . ,  n such that, ((Pg,Bi)) succeeds with an- 
swer e. To show this we will make an essential use of the hypothesis that the language 
L contains infinitely many constants. Since L contains infinitely many constants, 
there must be a constant, c in L, which does not occur in the query N. Let 0~ be 
the ground substitution which maps every variable to the constant c, i.e. O(x) = c 
for all x. By hypothesis, there must be one i = 1, . . . ,  n, such that 
V~,,, (Pi0,., B~O~) = t. 
Since N is an e-query, and the query ((Pi, Bi)) is the root of a computation generated 
from the query N, then, by definition ((P,, Bi)) is an e-query. Hence, also ((Pi0c, BiOc)) 
is an e-query. We can apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that {(P,, B~)) suc- 
ceeds with answer a more general than 0. But, given that c is a constant, for all 
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x, a(x) must be either c itself or a variable y. Since c does not occur in the query N, 
nor in the program P,., the computed substitution a cannot be such that a(x) = c for 
some variable x. Hence, a must be the empty substitution e. [] 
Now we can easily extend the previous completeness result to non-ground substi- 
tutions. 
Corollary 5.1. Let N be an e-query and let 0 be a substitution. I f  VI ~o NO, then N 
succeeds with answer a, with ~ more general than O. 
Proof. I f  VI ~ NO then for every a ground we have also /11 ~,~ NOa. Now choose a 
ac which map all variables occurring in terms in the range of 0, to a constant c which 
occurs neither in N, nor in 0. Such a constant c exists, for the language contains 
infinitely many constants. 
Since Oac is ground, by the previous theorem, we obtain that: 
N succeeds with answer 6 more general than Oac. 
But since c does not occur in N, c cannot occur in any term in the range of 6. Thus, it 
must be that 6 is more general than 0. [] 
For flat programs and goals, Kunen has shown (see [18]) that a stronger complete- 
ness result may be obtained, by lifting the restriction to the Herbrand Universe. It 
may be seen that a similar result holds for our language with embedded implications. 
Proposition 5.3. Let N be a normal query. For every substitution O, we have: 
if ~j~x NO then VI ~,,~ NO; 
if ~y~x ~N then V1 ~,,, ~N. 
The proof of this proposition is very similar to the proof of the corresponding one 
(Theorem 6.3) in [18]. It makes use of an ultrapower construction to build up a fixed 
point interpretation J,  which is a three-valued saturated model of CET, over a do- 
main larger than the Herbrand universe. Interpretation J has the continuity property 
which I,~, the limit of the/~ lacks: given a closed program P and a goal G of the orig- 
inal language, and a truth value w ¢ {t, f}, we have 
Vj (P, VG) = w iff there is an n such that V/,, (P, VG) = w. 
We omit the proof, since on the one hand it requires the introduction of many se- 
mantic notions (for instance, the ultraproduct construction must be re-stated for the 
kind of structures with which we are concerned), on the other hand it does not add 
anything new to Kunen's proof. 
As a consequence of the above proposition we have that, for e-queries, our top-  
down query evaluation procedure is complete with respect o fixpoint semantics ~m- 
5.4. Summary of results 
We gather the results of the previous sections on soundness and completeness. 
The next theorem summarizes the relation between the operational and the fixed 
point semantics. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let N = ((PI, Gl), . .  •, (Pn, G,)) be a query in normal form, and let 0 be a 
substitution. We have." 
if N succeeds with O, then ~x NO; 
if N fails, then ~j~x -~N. 
Suppose that N is an e-query, and let 0 be a substitution, then we have." 
if ~f~x NO, then N succeeds with a substitution ~more general than O; 
if ~t~x ~N, then N fails. 
Proof. The first part (correctness) follows from Theorem 5.2 and the Proposition 5.1. 
The second part follows from Proposition 5.3, Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.1. [] 
Now we relate the completion and the operational semantics. 
Theorem 5.5. Let N = ((P1, Gt),. 
substitution. Let 
n 
q~+(N, k) =--- AD(Compk(8) 
i 
n 
• -(X, k) =- VE](Compk(Pi) 
i 
Then we have." 
• ., (Pn, Gn)) be a query in normal form, and let 0 be a 
Li), 
~Li). 
I f  N succeeds with O, then there exists a k such that ~CET q~+(N, k)O. 
I f  N fails then there exists a k such that ~CET q~-(N,k). 
Suppose that N is an e-query, and let 0 be a substitution. We have." 
if for some k, ~CET ~+(N, k)O, then N succeeds with a substitution a more general 
than O; 
if for some k, ~CET 4-(N,  k), then N fails. 
Proof. The first part is Theorem 5.2. The second part follows by Proposition 5.1 and 
the second part of the previous theorem. 
6. Al lowed programs and queries 
Since the e-property is not decidable, in this section our efforts will be devoted to 
isolating a decidable class of programs, goals and queries, for which the e-property 
holds. We will do this by introducing a syntactic ondition on programs, goals and 
queries with embedded implications, which we will call allowedness condition, since it 
has a similar role as the notion of allowedness for flat programs and goals. The aim is 
to force all negative literals in a goal to be groundly instantiated, when all positive 
literals have succeeded. Because of possible occurrences of free variables in a pro- 
gram and the mutual nesting of programs and goals, the definition of allowedness 
is more complex than in the case of flat programs. 
As a consequence of results for e-queries in Section 5, our allowedness condition 
guarantees completeness of the top-down proof procedure defined in Section 2. 
We proceed as follows. We start from the usual notion of allowedness for flat pro- 
grams, and we extend it in a straightforward manner to programs with hypothetical 
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implications. In this way, we get a stringent notion of allowedness, which excludes 
many programs we would like to accept, such as for instance the program for deter- 
mining parity presented in Example 1.1. Then we will refine this notion of allowed- 
ness by making it more liberal, so that we can broaden the class of allowed 
programs. 
The usual (flat) allowedness condition on clauses [19] requires that each variable 
X, occurring anywhere in a clause, occurs in at least one positive literal in its body. 
For instance, the following flat program P~: 
VX(q(X) ~ -~p(X) . 
q(1). 
is not allowed. In our proof procedure, the computation of the query 
Ni = ((Pl,q(Z))) flounders. In fact, from Nl we derive, by the first clause, 
N' = ((Pj,-~p(Z))) which is a floundering leaf, since the query ((PI,p(Z))) succeeds 
with answer Z/ I  (which is different from e). 
For flat programs, we can avoid floundering computations as the one above by 
adopting the usual definition of allowedness. Let us now consider a case with embed- 
ded implications. The program 
P2 = {VY(t ~-- (P, ~ q(Y)))} 
contains a single clause which satisfies the (flat) allowedness condition above. How- 
ever, the computation of the query N2 = ((Pz, t)) flounders, precisely for the same 
reason as query N1. The obvious way of generalizing the allowedness condition to 
programs with nested implications i  to require that all clauses in a program, includ- 
ing those nested in hypothetical implications, satisfy the above (flat) allowedness 
condition. In this way, we define an allowedness condition for programs with embed- 
ded implications, which we call strong allowedness. Under this condition, we will re- 
ject program P2 above, because it contains a nested program P1 which is not allowed. 
As expected the definitions of strong allowedness for goals, programs and queries 
in normal form will be mutually recursive (as the definitions of goals, programs and 
queries are such). 
Definition 6.1 (Strong allowedness). 
• A normal goal G- - (Q l  =~L l )A . - -A  (Q, =~L,), is strongly allowed, if, for 
i = 1, . . . ,  n, Qi is strongly allowed and 
every variable x occurring in a negative negative literal Li, occurs in a positive 
literal Lj. 
• A normal program P is strongly allowed if, for every clause C = V~(G ~ A) in P, 
where G = (Q1 =~ Li) A . . .  A (Q, =~ L,), 
1. the body G of the clause is a strongly allowed goal and 
2. every variable occurring in the head of the clause also occurs in a positive 
l iteral L i in its body. 
• A query N is strongly allowed if the corresponding goal is strongly allowed. 
Since every expression (program, goal, query) has a normal counterpart, we will 
say that an arbitrary expression is strongly allowed if its normal counterpart is. 
As we will see in the following, strong allowedness guarantees completeness of the 
proof procedure. However, the class of strongly allowed programs does not contain 
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programs as the parity-counting program of Example 1.1. Namely, the clause (fact) 
mark(X), which occurs in the antecedent of an embedded implication is not strongly 
allowed (the variable X in the head does not occur in a positive literal in the body). 
Note that, in general, by the allowedness condition above, an allowed clause cannot 
be a nonground atomic clause. 
The condition of strong allowedness i so stringent that it trivializes the adoption 
of ESLDNF resolution: if a positive literal A(X) succeeds from a strongly allowed 
program, the computed answer is always ground. Thus, it is not possible that an at- 
om A (X) succeeds with e. 
In our context, variables in a clause can be either quantified or free. In particular. 
clauses in embedded implications may contain free variables and we want to allow 
these free variables to occur in the head of nested clauses even when they do not oc- 
cur in their bodies (which is the case, for instance, for the clause mark(X) in the pro- 
gram even given in the introduction). Hence, we weaken requirement 2 in the 
definition of strongly allowed program as follows: 
every variable which is quantified in front of the clause and occurs in the 
head of the clause also occurs in a positive 
literal L~ in its body. 
In essence, we do not require that free variables occurring in the head of clauses 
also occur in a positive literal in its body. 
With this modified definition, the even program becomes allowed. However, the 
modified allowedness condition is too liberal, and it does not guarantee the e-prop- 
erty. In particular, given the following program P3: 
VX(t ,-- (a(X) ~ q)). 
q~--~p. 
p +--- -a(1). 
where X is free in the program P3 U {a(X)}, the query ((Ps, t)} flounders. Note that 
the variable X in the first clause is responsible for the floundering. Hence, given a 
goal G = (Q~ ~ L~) A-.- A (Q, ~ L,), in addition to the requirement that the vari- 
ables occurring in the negative literals Li must occur in some positive literal L/, we 
must also require that the variables that are free in some Qi occur in some positive 
literal Lj. 
Consider now the program P4: 
s(1). 
vY(t ( r )  ~ r(r)  A ~s(Y)). 
VZ(q ~-- (r(Z) ~ t(Z))). 
The query N3 = ((P4, q)) flounders, while Vl~ (P4, q) = t. Hence, we cannot consider 
this program as allowed. Consider the second clause in the program. Variable Y oc- 
curring in the negative literal -~s(Y) of the body, also occurs in the positive literal 
r(Y). However, the evaluation of a goal r(Y) does not groundly instantiate variable 
Y. The problem is that in program P4 there is a clause (r(Z)) for r, containing the free 
variable Z in its head which does not occur in its body (which is empty). Variable Y 
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should occur in a positive literal m(Y) such that, when m(Y) succeeds, it groundly 
instantiates Y. 
To introduce our condition of allowedness, we define, for a given program P (que- 
ry N or goal G), the set of predicate symbols q which occur in the head of a clause 
Vx(G ~ q(...)) in P or in an embedded set of clauses of P, such that their head con- 
tains at least one free variable z (a variable which is not quantified in front of that 
clause) and z does not occur in the body G of the clause. We will denote this set 
of predicate symbols by lip (Ne and Ge, respectively). First, let us define, for a given 
program P, the set Closure(P), which contains all the clauses occurring in P and in all 
the programs embedded in P. 
Definition 6.2. Let P be a normal program 
• all clauses in P are in Closure(P); 
• for all clauses V~(G ---, A) in P, with G = (QI =~ Li) A. - -  A (Qn ~ Ln), then 
Closure(Q1) u . . .  u Closure(Q,,) c Closure(P); 
• nothing else is in Closure(P). 
We extend the definition of Closure to queries and goals. Let N = ((QI,LI), 
. . . ,  (Q,,L,)} be a normal query. We define 
Closure(N) = Closure(Q~ ) u . . . u Closure(Q,,). 
Similarly, for a goal G = (Q1 ~ Lj) A . . .  A (Q, ~ L,), 
Closure(G) = Closure(Q,) , . . . ,  Closure(Q,,). 
For instance, Closure(P4) -- P4 U {r(Z)}. 
Definition 6.3 (HD). Let D be a set of normal clauses. We define the set of predicate 
symbols HD as follows: 
for all clauses V~(G ~ A[z]) in D, with z free variable not occurring in the body G, 
if q is the predicate symbol of the head A, then q E HD; 
if qEH~ and there is a clause (Q1 =~L1)A ' "A(Q i=~q[x] )A ' "A(Q,=~ 
Ln) ~ fix] in D, and q and r have some common variable x, then r E HD; 
nothing else is in Hrs. 
For a program P, a query N and a goal G, we define 
He = Hot ....... (e), 
HN = Hey ....... (N), 
He = Hc/ ........ (G)" 
Informally, He contains those predicate symbols in P whose definition depends on 
clauses introduced by updates (embedded implications), which contain some free 
variables in their head but not in their body. For instance, take P as the even pro- 
gram in the introduction. The set He contains the single predicate symbol mark. In- 
deed, mark(X) belongs to Closure(P), and it is a clause that contains a free variable X
in its head, but not in its body (which is empty). All other predicates do not belong to 
He. In particular, select does not belong to He, for it depends only negatively on 
mark. 
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We will now introduce the allowedness condition, which, for programs and goals 
without embedded implications reduces to the usual one [19]. Since we want to ad- 
mit, in embedded implications, clauses with free variables in their head (possibly not 
occurring in their body), we will not have the property that an allowed query N al- 
ways succeeds with a ground substitution. However, the allowedness condition will 
be such that the above property holds for those positive literals in the query whose 
predicate symbol is not in HN. 
Definition 6.4 (Allowedness). Let H be a set of predicate symbols. 
• A normal goal G= (Q1 =>L1)A . . .A (Q,  ~L , ) ,  is allowed w.r.t. H if, for 
i = 1, . . . ,  n, Qi is allowed w.r.t. H, and 
every variable x, which occurs in a negative Li or is free in a Q~ occurs in a pos- 
itive literal Lj = q(t l , . . . ,  tin) such that q ~ H. 
• A normal program P[~,] (5 free variables) is allowed w.r.t. H if, for every clause 
C = V~(G --+ A) in P, with G = (Ol => Li) A . . .  A (Q, =:> L,), 
1. the body G of the clause is a goal allowed w.r.t. H and 
2. every variable in x (i.e., every variable quantified in front of the clause) which 
occurs in the head also occurs in a positive literal Lj in the body. 
• A query N is allowed w.r.t. H if the corresponding goal is allowed w.r.t .H. 
• A query N (respectively, a program P, a goal G) is allowed if it is allowed with 
respect o HN (correspondingly, with respect o Hp, H~). 
Since every expression (program, goal, query) has a normal counterpart, we will 
say that an arbitrary expression is allowed if its normal counterpart is. 
Note that free variables occurring in the head of a clause are not required to occur 
in the body of the clause. In particular, this allows for non-ground atoms like 
mark(X) in Example 1.1, to occur in the antecedent of an embedded implication. 
Example 6.1. 
• The normal goal 
G = (q,(y) =~ ~rl(y)) A (qz(X) ::> r2(y)) A (p(c) ~ r3(x)), 
where, the qi's and r,'s are predicate symbols, is allowed (with H~; = {ql, q2}). 
• The goal G = (p(X) ~ q(X)) is allowed i fp ¢ q, while it is not i fp = q. In fact, in 
this last case, q E He. 
• The program P3, above in this section, is not allowed, since in clause 
VX(t +- (a(X) ~ q)), 
variable X occurs free within the nested program Q1 = {a(X)}, but it does not oc- 
cur in any positive literal in the body of the clause. 
• The program for testing the parity given in Section 1 is allowed, since 
lip = {mark} and in the third clause the variable X occurring in the negative literal 
~mark(X) also occurs in the positive literal r(X), whose definition does not depend 
on the definition of mark. 
• On the contrary, the query ((Q[z], r(z))), with the program Q[z] = ~p(z) -~ s is not 
allowed, since the variable z in the clause does not occur in any positive literal in 
that clause. 
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• Notice that a program P, embedded in a program Q, may be allowed (that is to 
say, allowed with respect o He), but it may be non-allowed with respect o HQ. 
For example, let 
P = {Vx(-~p(x) A q(x) ~ r(x))} ; 
clearly, P is allowed since He = 0. Now let Q contain the following clauses: 
v((p B) C), 
Vz((q(z) ~ D) ~ E). 
where B, C, D and E are closed atoms. It is easily seen that HQ = {r, q}, thus P is 
not allowed with respect o/-/Q. Consequently, Q is not allowed. On the other 
hand, it must be noted that if a program P is allowed w.r.t. H, it is also allowed 
w.r.t, any H'  _C H. 
The last example shows that the allowedness condition is somewhat a contextual 
notion: the allowedness status of an object depends on the context in which the ob- 
ject is embedded. 
Proposition 6.1. Let N be an allowed query. Then, every successor of N in any 
computation tree is allowed. 
Proof. In this and in the following proofs, for each substitution 0, we will denote with 
dora(O) the set of all variables x such that O(x) # x, and with range(O) the set of all 
terms t such that there is a variable x in dora(O) with O(x) = t. Let us assume that N is 
an allowed query. We will prove that each successor of N in any computation tree is 
also allowed. Since N is normal, the only two rules we have to consider are (R'A) and 
(R~). 
If  (R-~) is the rule applied and (Pi, ~A) is the selected pair, the node N will have a 
single successor N" 
N" = ((P, ,L I ) , . . . ,  (Pi , ,Li-,), (Pi+I,L,+,),..., (P,,L,)). 
N" is allowed, since N is allowed: all the Pj's are allowed, and all variables which oc- 
cur in a negative literal L j, or which are free in a Pj, must occur in a positive literal Lr. 
I f  (R'A) is the rule applied and (~,A) is the selected pair, then for each clause 
GcP, 
Cj = Vx[(Q, =¢, M,) A- . .  A (Or ~ Mr) ---* Aj], 
such that A and Aj are unifiable via an mgu aj, N has a successor N/  
((e u ((e u 6o j)). 
We have to prove that all the successor nodes ~ are allowed. First we observe that 
the following holds: 
• If  P is allowed w.r.t. H, then Pa is allowed w.r.t. H, for every substitution a; 
• If  P and Q are allowed w.r.t. H, then P U Q is allowed w.r.t .H.  
Hence, the programs Plaj and (P,. U Qr)aj are allowed. Note that Closure(Nj) C_ 
Closure(No), so that HN, C_ HN,. Moreover, for every a, HN~ C HN. Thus, if q ~ HN 
then q ~ HNj. 
I f  there is a variable x in a negative literal Mraj, r = 1,. . . ,  t, (or in any Qray, for 
r = 1 . . . .  ,t), then there must be a variable z occurring in M~(Qr) such that 
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@(z) = t[x]. Since the clause C/belongs to the program P,, which is allowed, then 
there is a positive literal My such that z occurs in My and My = q(...), with 
q ~ HN. Hence, x must occur in the positive literal Mfa/, with q f[ HNj. 
I f  there is a variable x in a negative literal Lka/, k = 1,.. .  , j  - 1,j + 1, . . . ,  n, (or in 
any Pkaj, for k = 1, . . . ,  n), then there must be a variable z occurring in L,(Pk) such 
that a/(z) = t[x]. Since N is allowed then there is a positive literal L /such that z oc- 
curs in Lf and Lf = q(...), with q q/HN. There are two cases. I f f  ~ i, then x must 
occur in the positive literal L/a/, with q f[ HN~. I f f  = i, then z occurs in A, and it must 
be A = q(...),  with q ~ HN. Since q is not in HN, it means that A does not contain free 
variables not occurring in the body of C;. Thus, z must occur in the body of C/, in 
some positive atom M/. Moreover, it must be that M/= p(. . . )  with p q~ HN, other- 
wise q would be in HN too. Hence, x must occur in Mr-a~ with p ~ HN/. [] 
Proposition 6.2. Let N be an allowed query in normal form. I f  N succeeds with answer 
O, then, for every positive literal Li = q(tl,. . . ; tm) in N with q f[ HN, LiO is ground, i.e. 0 
groundly instantiates the variables Occurring in Li. 
Proof. Let N = ((P i ,L l ) , . . . ,  (Pn,L,)), where P,.'s are allowed programs and Li's are 
literals. Suppose that N succeeds with answer 0; this means that there is a refutation 
B = No, . . . ,  NI, of rank k and length l (for some k and l) with No = N, and N~ = 0. 
The proof is by induction on l. 
I f  I = 0, then N is the empty query, 0 is the empty substitution and there are no 
literals Li, so that the claim trivially holds. 
Suppose l > 0. Being N normal, we may assume that for each j = 0 , . . . ,  l - 1, 
N/+I is derived from N/by only means of the rules for literals, namely (R-~) and (R'A). 
(R~) Let Nl be derived from N = No by the rule (R~) applied to a pair (E,Li), 
where L+ is a negative literal. The sequence N l , . . . ,Nt  is a refutation for NI, which 
computes answer 0. Such a refutation is shorter than B. Moreover, by Proposition 
6.1, NI is allowed. Hence, by the inductive hypothesis, the claim immediately follows 
for N1. Since N only contains the additional pair (Pi, L~), with Li negative literal, then 
the thesis holds for N too. 
(R'A) Let NI be derived from N = No by the rule (R'A) applied to a pair (Pi,L~), 
where Li is a positive atom A = q(...). For simplicity, we assume that i = 1 (possibly 
permuting N), so that we have 
N = ((P,,A), (P2,L2),..., (P,,L,)), 
and there is a clause C E P1, 
C = V2[(Q, =~ R1) A- . .  A (Qt ~ Rt) ~ A'], 
such that A and A' are unifiable via an mgu a, and N~ has the following form 
NI = (((PI U Ql)a, Rla) , . . . ,  ((P, U Qt)a, Rta), (Pza, Lza),. . . ,  (P,a,L,a)). 
Since N succeeds with answer 0, it must be that NI succeeds with some answer ~ and 
0 ~-- ff 0 7ZlVar(U ) .
Notice that N1 has a refutation shorter than B, which computes answer re. More- 
over, by Proposition 6.1, N~ is allowed. Thus, by inductive hypothesis ~ groundly in- 
stantiates the variables occurring in positive literals L/a =p( . . . ) ( j  > 1), with 
pq~Hu~. Since HN, C_HN, for all j=2 , . . . ,n ,  if L J=P( . . . )  with pq~Hu, then 
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p f~ HN, and n groundly instantiates Lja. Hence, 0 groundly instantiates Lj. Thus, if 
q E HN, then the thesis holds for N. 
Let us consider the case q ~ HN. In this case, we need to show that also Li = q(...) 
is groundly instantiated. Since q (L HN, we know that every variable in the head of 
clause C also occurs in the body of the clause. To prove that L~O is ground, it suffices 
to prove that all the variables in Aa are made ground by the substitution . Since 
each variable in A must occur in some positive literal Rk in the body of C, each vari- 
able in Aa must occur in some positive literal Rka. Since N1 is allowed, by the 
inductive hypothesis, Rkan is ground if the predicate name p of Rk is not in HNI. 
But, given that q ft HN, since q depends on p (because of clause C), then p cannot 
be in HN, ( C_ HN ). 
Thus, for all the Rka that contain some variable occurring in A, Rkan is ground. 
Hence, also Aag = AO = LiO is ground. [] 
It is now almost straightforward to conclude that any allowed normal query N has 
the e-property. 
Theorem 6.1. I f  N & an allowed normal query, then N & an e-query. 
Proof. Let No be an allowed normal query. To prove that No is an e-query, we show 
that, for every query 
N = ((P1,-~BI),..., (P~,-~B,), (P,+I,A,+1)..., (Pk,Ak)). 
occurring in a computation generated from No and for every substitution 0, 
if for every pair (Pi0, AiO), in the query NO (with Ai positive literal), 
the query ((P,O, AiO)) succeeds with answer e, 
then 
for every pair (P~0, -~BjO), in the query NO (with Bj positive literal), 
P~0 and ~BiO are closed. 
By Proposition 6.1 we know that, since No is allowed, any N occurring in a com- 
putation generated from No is allowed too. If for every pair (Pi0, AiO) in NO the query 
((PiO,A~O)) succeeds with answer e, then, by Proposition 6.2, for all Ai = q(...), with 
q ft HN, A~O is ground. Moreover, since N is allowed, NO is allowed too. Hence, every 
variable occurring in Pj (j~<n) or in ~B~ must occur in some positive literal 
A~O = q(...) in N, such that q ft HN. But since all such &O's are ground, then there 
cannot be any variable occurring in Pj 0' ~< n) or in ~Bj, that is to say ~ (j' ~< n) 
and ~Bj are closed. [E. 
By the last theorem and the results for e-queries in Section 5, our allowedness con- 
dition guarantees the completeness of the top-down proof procedure defined in Sec- 
tion 2 with respect o both the fixed point and the completion semantics. 
However, contrary to the case of flat programs, the allowedness condition (and 
hence, the e-property) does not ensure the completeness of a proof procedure in 
which only ground negative literals can be selected. The restriction of selection to 
ground negative literals is usually called safeness restriction. Let us consider the fol- 
lowing example: 
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Example 6.2. Let P be the following program: 
P = {Vx[p(x) ~ p(f(x))], q(a)}, 
and let N be the following allowed query: 
X = (({q(y)}, ~qCv)), (P,p(y))). 
According to the safeness restriction, the only pair which may be selected is (P,p(y)), 
and by the rule (R'A), one derives: 
N' = (({q(x')}, ~q(x')), (P,p(x'))), 
with mgu {y/f(x')}, (a variant of the relevant clause in P has been made). This query 
is equivalent to N up to renaming, so that we get a looping computation. Conse- 
quently, query N does not fail as expected. 
On the other hand, we have that for every ground substitution 0, 
VIL ({q(y)}O,q(y)O) = t, and hence 
Vt~ ({q(y)}0, ~q(y)O) = f, 
so that we get Vt ~,~ ~N. The source of this kind of incompleteness i  the safeness 
restriction. In the top-down semantics proposed in Section 2, the pair 
({q(y)}, ~q(y)) may be selected, and the query (({q(y)}, q(y))) succeeds with answer 
e, so that the query {({q(y)}, ~q(y))) finitely fails. Thus, relaxing the safeness restric- 
tion, as we have done, query N fails. 
From the previous example, it is clear that, unlike the case of flat programs, if the 
safeness restriction is assumed, allowedness (and hence, ~-property) is not a sufficient 
condition for completeness. This observation further motivates the operational se- 
mantics we have proposed, which generalizes Stark's ESLDNF-resolution [32] to 
programs with embedded implications, and does not assume the safeness restriction. 
7. Conclusions and related work 
In this paper we have studied a language which combines NAF and hypothetical 
implications. We have defined a top-down operational semantics for it together with 
a Kripke/Kleene semantics and a completion construction. We have put no restric- 
tion on occurrences of negation in the language. In particular, we do not require pro- 
grams to be stratified. 
The top-down operational semantics i an extension of St/irk's ESLDNF-resolu- 
tion [32], and, contrary to SLDNF, allows non-negative literals to be selected in a 
query. The Kripke/Kleene semantics i a generalization of the fixed-point semantics 
developed in [18,19]. To deal with embedded implications, we have considered inter- 
pretations which are mappings from programs to three-valued valuations. More- 
over, we have introduced non-monotonic Kripke-structures have been used to 
account for the non-monotonic behaviour of NAF. The completion construction 
provides a logical interpretation for the language. In the propositional case, the com- 
pletion of programs with negation and embedded implications has been defined in 
[28]. Here, we have fully developed the construction for the first order case (that 
was only sketched in [28]), and we have investigated the relationships among the 
completion, the fixed-point semantics and the top-down proof procedure. 
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We have shown that the fixed-points of operator T are models of the three-valued 
completion of every program. Also, we have proved that the operational semantics i
sound and complete with respect o both the fixed-point semantics and the comple- 
tion. For soundness no restriction on programs is required. Completion has been 
proved for the class of c- queries [32]. Since the e-property is not decidable, we have 
also introduced a decidable (syntactically defined) class of allowed queries for which 
the e-property holds. 
In the definition of the fixed-point semantics in Section 3, we have considered an 
arbitrary domain of interpretation. For the case when the Herbrand universe is taken 
as the domain of interpretation, a fixed-point semantics was already presented in 
[13]. In that paper a generalization of SLDNF-resolution was defined for programs 
with embedded implication, and soundness and completeness results of this proce- 
dure were given with respect o the iteration at ~ of the T operator. Completeness 
was proved under an allowedness condition, which is different and more stringent 
than the one introduced here. 
Harland [15,17]. In [15,17] Harland has studied how NAF can be incorporated in
the framework of first order hereditary Harrop formulas [27]. He has defined both a 
notion of operational derivability and a Kripke-like model-theoretic semantics for 
the language. We have already mentioned in Section 1 that, contrary to our propos- 
al, he makes an a priori distinction between completely and incompletely defined 
predicates. Completely defined predicates are those predicates for which it is safe 
to apply the NAF rule, since their definition cannot be extended with new clauses 
(by means of hypothetical implications). In [16] a notion of completion is defined 
for this language. Moreover, in [17] the language is extended with an extensional no- 
tion of universal quantification, and this requires to deal with non-ground instances 
of program clauses in the operational semantics and with non-ground terms in 
Kripke-like models. It has to be noted that the Kripke semantics defined by Harland 
retains the monotonicity condition on interpretations required in [25]. As a conse- 
quence, the reachability relation between worlds has to be restricted, by making 
use of the distinction between completely and incompletely defined predicates. On 
the contrary, as we have pointed out in Section 3, in our Kripke/Kleene semantics 
this monotonicity condition has been dropped. 
Bonnet and McCarty  [2]. Bonner and McCarty [2] have explored the interaction 
between egation as failure and embedded implications, for the case of stratified pro- 
grams. They have developed both a bottom-up operational semantics for the lan- 
guage and a model-theoretic semantics which is a generalization of Przymusinski's 
perfect model semantics. 
In [24] McCarty defines the circumscription in intuitionistic logic for a language 
with embedded implications. He introduces a priorized circumscription for the case 
of stratified embedded implications, and also a notion of partial circumscription, 
which is independent from the stratification. He shows that the two forms of circum- 
scription coincide in the case of stratified programs. The class of embedded implica- 
tion considered in [24] allows unrestricted universal quantifiers on embedded 
implications, while it does not allow embedded implications with conclusions which 
are defined by other clauses (like, for instance, the embedded implication 
mark(X) ~ even in Example 1.1, where even is defined in the first clause of the pro- 
gram). The results in [24] are on the same line of analogous results in classical logic, 
on the relationship between circumscription and negation as failure [20,29,5]. While 
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the three-valued fixed-point semantics and the completion construction proposed in 
this paper are intended to model a.top-down operational semantics which general- 
izes SLDNF resolution, the circumscription of a set of clauses is not. Roughly speak- 
ing, our completion construction is related to the circumscription construction in 
[24], as the Kripke/Kleene semantics is related to the well-founded semantics [34] 
and the Stable Model semantics [12] for flat programs. 
Dung [6]. A study of stable model semantics for hypothetical logic programming 
has been done in [6], where a stable Kripke-like model-theoretic semantics i defined. 
Moreover, in that paper, a notion of rational interpretation is introduced, to enforce 
a "minimal change" condition on the semantics of knowledge base updates. 
Fitting [9]. In [9] Fitting has shown that logic programming with negation as fail- 
ure and embedded implications can be naturally generalized to the bi-lattice frame- 
work [8]. In particular, Fitting defines a fixed point operator • from valuations to 
valuations, which is equivalent to the T operator introduced in Section 3 and to 
the one defined in [13], when the bilattice-based representation is specialized to the 
consistent part of Belnap's logic. Then, he introduces the notion of pseudo-valuation, 
a binary operator tg(vl, v2) from pairs of valuations to valuations, and all the ma- 
chinery for stable models as in the case without embedded implications. 
As it is shown in [9], when the two valuations Vl and v2 are taken to be the same 
valuation v, it holds that q~(v) = ~(v, v). By making use of this property, it is easy to 
show that stable models are fixed points of the operator ~u, and, hence, (when Belnap 
logic in adopted) they are fixed point models of the T operator defined in Section 3. 
In the light of Theorem 5.1, this provides the following link between stable models as 
defined in [9] and our completion semantics: when the bi-lattice-based representation 
is specialized to the consistent part of Belnap's logic, stable models are models of the 
completion. 
We illustrate this relation through the following example from [9]: 
Example 7.1. Let P be the following program: 
((-~C ~ B) A (-~B --~ C)) ::~ A) ~ A 
B ---~ A 
C---~ A 
Let Q be the program obtained by adding to P the clauses -~C -~ B and -~B ~ C. The 
valuation v where: 
v(P)(A) = t 
v(P)(B) = v(P)(C) = f 
v(Q)(A) = v(Q)(B) = t 
v(P)(C) = f 
is a stable model. It is easy to see that the corresponding modal structure M~,, gener- 
ated by v, is a model of the completion of the program, i.e., M~,(P, Compl(P)) = t. 
The completion Cornpl (P) of the program P contains the following formulas: 
(1) B V C V O[Compo(Q) --* A] ~ A 
(2) -~B A -~ C A [] [Compo (Q) --+ -~A] --~ ~A 
(3) ~c  
(4) -~B 
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where Compo(Q) contains the formulas: 
(5) BVC+--~A 
(6) -,C ~ B 
(7) 78  ~ c 
Note that, while A is true in the stable model v in context P, it does not follow from 
the completion of the program, i.e., Comp~ (P) ~ A is not a valid formula of TVK4, 
and this is in accordance with the fact that the query (P,A) loops in the operational 
semantics. 
Accommodating logic programming with embedded implications in the bi-lattice 
framework gives for free all the notions of stable model [12], well-founded model 
[34], and prudently brave model for this language. As pointed out in [9] a full 
investigation of the semantics of embedded implications is still to be carried out. 
It might be worth continuing such an investigation i subsequent work, especially 
from the viewpoint of proof procedures. 
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